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Although all historical societies are keenly aware of their responsibility to preserve the past, especially the ancient past, many
of them are overlooking a wonderful opportunity to be of service
to future histor·ians by preserving as much of the significant
present as possible. Too many t·imes our local California historical
societies assume the attitude that valuable, romantic and interesting histo1·y occurred only during the gold rush period in California.
More recent and contemporary events are neglected and ignored
in order to spade and rework the limited knowledge of what
happened in the "mining days."
Exciting and significant events of the present should challenge
the interest and energy of the societies, and they should make
eve1·y effort to preserve the knowledge about them. Never in the
history of ci-vilization have there been so many facilit-ies and instruments for preserving history. Photography in its many forms will
make visual history live for the future generations. Wax records
and tapes will preserve the voices of the leaders of the present.
Photostats of old pictures and documents, micmfilms of old records
and newspapers that are crumbling with age, museum collections
of artifacts that were used in historical events, are all means by
which the events of the present will be preserved for the future
use of the historian who will be interpreting the 1960's.
by permission of The California Histori an, May, 1964
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THE AUDUBON PARTY - New York
to California, 1849
BY THEODOSIA BENJAMIN
When asked how he came to California in 1849, John H. Tone
used to answer, "Around Cape Horn- by land." He had been a
member of the party led through Mexico by John Woodhouse
Audubon, a son of John James Audubon. 1
For Mr. Audubon2 that journey began at Minniesland, his
father's estate on upper Manhattan Island which was still a quiet
place of woodlands, farms, and small towns. When he first heard
the news of discovery of gold in California, Mr. Audubon had no
thought of going; he was thirty-six years old, had spent seventeen
years helping his father in the publication of The Birds of America, and was working on The Quadrupeds of North America. While
the opportunity to collect and to paint new species appealed to
him, he did not want to leave his work or his family. But his
friends, Daniel and Ambrose Kingsland who, together with Cornelius Sutton, were furnishing capital for an expedition to California, urged him to go. The company they were backing was then
known as Col. Webb's California Company.
Col. Henry L. Webb had served with the Illinois Volunteers
during the Mexican \'Var and, having been in Mexico, was presumed to know something about travel in that country. He believed that a route through Mexico would enable his group to
reach the goldfields earlier than a more northerly route; those who
traveled west across the plains from Independence, Missouri,
would have to wait until the snow melted before they could cross
the Rocky Mountains.
Of the 42,000, or more, people who traveled overland to California in 1849, only about 9,000 came by way of Mexico.3 Some
of these crossed central Mexico to the West Coast where they took
ship for San Francisco; others landed near the mouth of the Rio
1
2
3

Stockton Evening Mail, June 12, 1902. John H. Tone was the writer's
maternal grandfather.
To the men of his party, John Woodhouse Audubon was always Mr.
Audubon.
Hubert Howe Bancroft, History of California, (San Francisco, The
History Company, 1888) Vol. VI, p. 159.
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Detail from drawing by John Woodhouse Audubon. Courtesy Southwest Museum, Los Angeles.

John Stevens, July 11, 1849
Grande and followed the road through Monterrey taken by General Zachary Taylor during the Mexican War. At Parral, 4 most of
the latter took the road which ran north through Chihuahua to
join General Stephen W. Kearney's route along the Gila River.
John Woodhouse Audubon and his men were among the few 5 who
struck west across the Sierra Madre Occidental and turned northward through the State of Sonora to the Gila route.
The Kingslands felt that Mr. Audubon's experience in the backwoods would be useful to the company. He had grown up in
Kentucky and Louisiana, had accompanied his father on his travels,
and in 1845 had spent five months exploring Texas with the family
coachman, 6 James Clement, as his only companion.
Although he did not approve the route chosen by Col. Webb,
Mr. Audubon was finally persuaded to join the company as second
in command, and signed an agreement to remain with it for one
year. Similar contracts were signed by others who agreed that for
one year all of their earnings would belong to the company. At the
end of that time, the backers would be repaid for expenses, with
interest, and the profits divided among the men. Each man was
to furnish his own horse. At least one impatient young man hoped
to make his fortune and return to New York before the year was
4
5

The city is now known as Hidalgo del Parra!.
Carl Schaefer Dentzel, The Drawings of John Woodhouse Audubon,
(San Francisco, Book Club of California, 1957).

6 Alice M. Tone, the writer's grandmother, always referred to James

Clement as the Audubon family's coachman.
8

9

up, so rather than sign a contract, he paid $100 and agreed to
abide by the company's rules.7
Beside Col. Webb and Mr. Audubon, other officers were Henry
Mallory, Quartermaster and Commissary, and John Kearney, M.D.,
Surgeon. 8 At one time Col. vVebb's California Company numbered
ninety-eight, but men joined or left at various points along the way
and existing lists are incomplete.
Several of the men who decided to join the company were influenced by the fact that Mr. Audubon was going. These included
his cousin, Howard Bakewell, James Clement, and Jacob Bachman.
Another was a neighbor, Nicholas Walsh, 9 a carpenter who had
immigrated from Ireland about ten years earlier. He was a good
shot, and because the company would have to depend upon game
for part of its food, Mr. Audubon wanted him to go along. Nicholas
Walsh did not want to leave his wife and children, but Mr. Audubon said he would see that they were taken care of and let them
live in one of the houses at Minniesland. John Tone was also a
neighbor; he had grown up on his father's farm nearby and had
worked as foreman during construction of the Erie Railroad. Later
he had served on the New York police force until the day he said
to his superior, "Captain, I'm going to California." 10
Most of the men were from the city and not used to manual
labor; some were professional men, including two lawyers and
three doctors. But there were others used to more strenuous work;
in addition to Clement, Walsh, and Tone, there were James J. Emslie, a mason and bricklayer,U Joseph Stevenson, one of the company's two blacksmiths; Barret, who had been a wagoner in the
Mexican War; and Rhoades who had made the trip from Independence to Santa Fe eleven times.
There were others whose ability and experience fitted them for
7

My Pioneer Grandfather, John H. (Jack) Tone, by Alice Tone Gibbons,
publication of which is pending.
8 Clipping from unidentified New Orleans newspaper, pasted in the
original Bachman journal.
9 The writer's great-grandfather, whose daughter, Alice, married John H.
Tone in 1855. Nicholas Walsh kept a journal during the trip to California, but its present whereabouts are unknown.
10 Statement by John N. Tone, son of John H . Tone, recorded at San
Joaquin Pioneer and Historical Museum and Haggin Galleries, Stockton.
11 An Illustrated History of San Joaquin County, California, (Chicago,

Lewis Publishing Company, 1890), p. 437.
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Detail from drawing by John Woodhouse Audubon. Courtesy Southwest Museum, Los Angeles.

such an undertaking: John B. Trask, M.D., was a geologist as well
as a physician; Robert Simson, a lawyer, and Biddle Boggs had
both fought in the Mexican War and each had attained the rank
of captain; 12 Lieut. Robert L. Browning had served in the United
States Navy during the war and spoke fluent Spanish. Lewis Sloat
had been in California three years earlier, but that trip had been
by sea instead of overland; he had been at Monterey, serving as
secretary to his father, Rear Admiral John D. Sloat, at the time
California was declared a part of the United States.l3
About ninety of the men left New York February 8, 1849, on the
steamer, Transport. Col. Webb was to meet them in Cairo, Illinois,
so Mr. Audubon was in charge of the men and the company's
funds- $27 ,000.
The next morning they landed at Philadelphia and immediately
started overland to Frenchtown 14 on Chesapeake Bay; a heavy wind
retarded their crossing of the bay to Baltimore. All the following
day the company traveled by railroad; and toward suppertime
they reached the end of the line at Cumberland. There they all
piled into fourteen four-horse stages and rode by moonlight
through the Alleghenies, white with snow and ice. Late in the
evening of February lOth they were at Pittsburgh and aboard the
first of the river boats that would carry them down the Ohio River
to Cairo.
12
13
14

San Francisco Call, February 13, 1901; Pioneer file, California Room,
California State Library.
Edwin Allen Sherman, The Life of the Late Rear Admiral John Drake
Sloat. pp. 20-21.
This town, once the western terminus of the New Castle and Frenchtown Railroad, no longer exists. Neither the Audubon journal nor the
Bachman journal tells whether the company traveled from Philadelphia
to Frenchtown by horse-drawn vehicles or by railroad.
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The weather was cold and windy with snow squalls, and all of
Cairo was under water; the only accommodations the men could
find were on board the wharf boat and an old steamer. Sunday
morning, February 18th, they were joined by Col. Webb and his
son, Watson, for the four-day run down the Mississippi River to
New Orleans on the steamer, General Scott.
New Orleans was the starting point for several routes to California, and the company spent about two weeks there, buying horses,
horseshoes, equipment and supplies. The purchases included two
heavy cast-iron gold washers which were bought by John Tone
and one of his friends . Like much of the machinery sold to hopeful miners that year, these washers were worthless; but they never
reached the gold mines; they were either lost or abandoned, at
either San Francisco or Los Angeles, after they had been packed
clear across Mexico and after they had worn out many a good
muleY'
Mr. Audubon had the company's certificates of deposit exchanged for money that would be acceptable in Mexico, much of
it in gold coin of other nations. Some of the men could not resist
the temptations of this city; two were sent home and a third was
expelled by unanimous vote.
Leaving New Orleans on March 4th, the company crossed the
Gulf of Mexico on the steamer Globe, described by one of its
passengers as "an old tub." 16 The original plan had been to land
at Brazos, a town which once stood on the coast near the mouth
of the Rio Grande. But upon learning that there had been a few
cases of cholera there, Col. Webb and most of the men continued
upstream on a government steamer, while Mr. Audubon and a few
of the men landed the horses and rode overland to Brownsville
with the company's funds in saddlebags. Later the entire company
continued upstream in the steamer, Corvette, to Rio Grande City,
and on March lOth, pitched their first camp on a sand bar on the
Mexican side of the river. That evening Mr. Audubon happily
opened a package of bird skins he had collected: a thrush, a green
jay, a cardinal, two woodpeckers, and a little dove, all new to him.
Col. Webb had organized his company along military lines. The
men wore blue woolen uniforms with brass buttons; 17 they were
Statement by John N. Tone, op. cit.
16 Ibid.
17 Stockton Record, August 28, 1943.

15
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grouped into messes, pitched their tents in a company street, and
stood guard duty.
The next day most of the men willingly went to work unloading
heavy casks of equipment from the Corvette and rolling them
across the mud and sand to camp; the dandies put on their gloves
- and did nothing.
At the camp on the Rio Grande all was well on March 13th,
except for the 98-degree heat. But during the night one of the
men, John B. Lambert, showed symptoms of cholera. Mr. Audubon
and the c6mpany's doctors tried all the remedies they knew, but
by the following afternoon Lambert was dead. After he had been
buried on the American side of the river, Mr. Audubon ordered
Lambert's t~nt struck and issued a new one to his messmates;
and he pleaded with Col. Webb to allow the company to move
to a new campsite. Finally Col. Webb gave his permission, and
went off to the distant town of China to buy mules, leaving Mr.
Audubon in charge. All those who were still well enough to travel
were sent upstream to Roma on a passing steamer, leaving behind
Mr. Audubon with three dying men and fifteen of those who had
volunteered to take care of the sick. V/ ithin a day or two many
of these volunteers also contracted cholera; at least two of them
died.
Hopefully, Mr. Audubon sent James Stevens to Camp Ringgold
for help, but the Army doctor there could offer only the same
remedies already being used; calomel, mustard plasters, friction,
stimulants- and opium for the pain.
Howard Bakewell had just finished a quarter-hour turn of caring
for the sick when pain first seized him; half an hour later he was
unconscious; in a few hours he was dead. The exhausted survivors
hired a man to guard the camp and crossed the river to Rio
Grande City, bringing the bodies of their dead comrades for burial.
James Clement carried the saddlebags with the company's funds .
When they arrived at Armstrong's Hotel, two men were suffering
from cholera and Dr. Campbell came from Camp Ringgold and
stayed through the night. He also advised that the company's funds
be turned over to the barkeeper for safekeeping.
The next morning when asked for the money, White, the bartender, claimed he had already delivered it to a member of the
company. Again they acted on Dr. Campbell's advice; they seized
White, and sent for the magistrate who took evidence and ordered

13

him held for trial. There being no jail in which to hold the prisoner, he was chained to a mesquite stump under guard. After two
days, and threats of lynching, he admitted his guilt and led the
way to the spot by a large cactus where he had buried part of the
money. It was gone, evidently found by one of his accomplices.
A Mexican gentleman, Don Francisco, acting in place of the sheriff
who had died of cholera, somehow found part of the money, about
$3,500, and returned it to Mr. Audubon. After a great deal of effort
by Robert Simson and local officials, an additional $4,000 was also
returned; but the balance, at least $7,000, was never found. Several
men were arrested. One, a Mexican who had murdered a fellow
robber, died of cholera; at least two Americans involved in the
theft were shot to death by their companions. There was even a
rumor that one defiant prisoner had told his captors that as they
were going to kill him anyway, they might as well "shoot and be
damned," and that they had shot him. 18
At the camp upstream near Roma and a second camp on the
Alamo River near Mier, Mr. Audubon found many other cases of
cholera. Both he and Col. Webb recovered from severe attacks,
but by March 22nd at least ten of the company had died and those
who survived were weak and discouraged. Col. Webb left the
camp in the hot sun for more comfortable quarters, and eighteen
or twenty others left for home.
For a time, all but twenty-one were determined to retur'n also,
and Mr. Audubon, who felt he could do no more for the company,
decided to do the same. But no steamer came by for the next two
days, and as the men's health improved their spirits rose. One
evening as Mr. Audubon was resting under a tree, he heard one
of the men singing; then others followed in a chorus. When he
joined them, the men said they wanted to go on to California-but
not under Col. Webb. Mr. Audubon told them he had just received
word from the colonel that he was going home. It was Lieut.
Browning who said, "Let's go on with Mr. Audubon." The response was three cheers, and Col. Webb's California Company
became the Audubon Party.
Ten more men left for home with Col. Webb who had been
given $2,000 of the company's dwindling funds.
A month had already been lost and there was another month's
delay to reorganize the company; to allow the men to rebuild their
18 Walter Walsh, Stockton, quoting John H. Tone, his uncle by marriage.
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John Woodhouse Audubon- 1853
15

]ohn Henley Tone
16

strength, to gather supplies and equipment stored at Rio Grande
City, Brazos, and Camp Ringgold, to assemble men who had
moved with the stock to other campsites in search of grass, and
to buy more mules ( 30 first-class saddle mules and 30 good pack
mules) . Mr. Audubon and Henry Mallory estimated that the trip
to California would require one hundred days, and found that
they had left only $64.04 per man. Before this time, Mr. Audubon
had frequently mentioned in his journal, the money and his worry
over its safety; after this he did not mention it again- he had entrusted its care to someone in whom he had confidence, James J.
Emslie, a sturdy Scotchman.l 9
Another week was lost at Mier, repairing and finally selling
wagons which had already broken down on the rough roads, so
that it was near the end of April before they were actually on their
way toward Monterrey. In his journal under the date of April 28,
1849, Mr. Audubon wrote: ..Why Col. Webb, who had been in
this country before, selected this route instead of a more northerly
one, I cannot understand, but it is now too late to change, and
we must go forward with courage."
The party passed through places which they identified as
Canales Run, Cerralvo, and Robber's Rancho (some of the place
names must have been given by Americans during the war) and
on through Popagallos and Marin to the old battlefield at Walnut
Springs. At Monterrey there was a four-day delay to shoe the
horses and mules. By that time the group was well-organized and
able to travel about twenty-five miles a day, with camping places
determined by the location of water and grass. Occasionally they
had to buy corn to carry with them, adding to the weight of the
mules' packs.
All were tired; many were not accustomed to such hard work,
and Mr. Audubon had little sleep as he broke his rest at midnight
to make the rounds of the camp with the guard, then got up at
four in the morning. As Lieut. Browning observed in a letter,
..Mr. Audubon is always doing somebody's else work as well as
·
his own."
Beyond Monterrey, the party climbed the Sierra Madre Oriental
through Rinconada to Saltillo and Buena Vista, site of a battle two
years earlier, where friends of several of the men had died. At
19

Mrs. Michael Bochicchio, Manteca, California, a granddaughter of James
J. Emslie.
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that camp young Montrose Graham was accidentally shot in the
ankle, his injury being so serious that the doctors considered amputation. But Graham would not consent, and he was left in lodgings
in Saltillo with what money could be spared and with his cousin
to look after him.
Several sick men had been left behind at towns along the way,
with two or more friends to care for each, so the train consisted of
only fifty-seven men and one hundred fifty-seven horses and mules.
Sometimes they camped near a rancho where ditches brought
water from a mountain stream to irrigate luxuriant fig trees and
vines; sometimes they camped by a mud-hole at a deserted rancho;
at times they had to buy water.
There was a further delay at Parras where Mr. Audubon had a
second attack of cholera. When they went on, their way led
through barren desert, a long dismal swamp, chapparel, and at
length to a beautiful lagoon where Mr. Audubon watched with
pleasure the flight of a great blue heron. Once the men were in
the saddle for twenty hours, making over sixty-five miles. The
animals, as well as the men, suffered. The American-made pack
saddles were too wide for the Mexican mules; horses died of blind
staggers or from eating poisonous plants; two died of some disease,
the symptoms of which resembled cholera. Often an exhausted
mule had to be left behind and his pack divided among other
mules.
The train rested at Mapimi, a mining town, then went on
through La Cadena, Pantilla, and La Zarca. Sometimes they
traveled by moonlight. Uniforms had given way to red shirts,
hunting jackets, and even blankets worn in Mexican fashion . At
Cerro Gordo they were hooted at and called "Gringos."
Often along the way the party heard of danger from Indians.
The Mexicans lived in fear of them and all across Mexico the party
passed deserted ranchos, abandoned by their owners because of
Indian raids. But the Indians had had experience with Texas
Rangers and avoided such a large body of armed men. There
were nights, however, when Indians visited camp unseen. More
than once, guns, blankets, and other valuables were stolen in spite
of the guards. Afterward moccasin prints were found around the
camp. One night someone tried to stampede the horses by running

through the camp a horse with burning brush tied to its tail. But
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the Indians were not the only thieves; in several towns pistols
were stolen from their owner's holsters.
Mexicans, in going from town to town, often traveled along with
the party for safety. Once a traveling circus asked for protection .
This consisted of one woman, four men, two circus horses, four
saddle animals, two pack mules, and two Chihuahua dogs. Four
days later at El Valle, the lady circus performer thanked the escort
and invited all to the show and the fandango to follow. Several of
the younger fellows went and reported the senoritas "not bad
looking."
On June 18th the party reached Parra], where more than a week
was lost; several men were ill with cholera and one, a Mr. Teller,
died.
From Parral, three routes led to California. One ran southwest
to Mazatlan and the chance of finding a ship bound for San
Francisco. Another, which the party had originally planned to take,
turned northward through Chihuahua. A third headed west over
the Sierra Madre Occidental. In 1849 much of this road was barely passable. Even modern maps of Mexico show only a few poor
dirt roads leading into the mountains, with only mule trails across
the continental divide to meet unpaved roads which lead down to
the Sonoran plain. 20 Mr. Audubon talked to people who had
traveled both roads, who convinced him that the mountain route
was the better as it lay through pine forests with plenty of water,
grass, and game, and reached the Gila River near its mouth instead
of three hundred miles upsb·eam.
The mountains grew wilder and more beautiful. At the top of
one, the men gave three cheers for Mr. Audubon, for the company,
and for the glorious scenery. They found plenty of water and grass
and even game, but travel was slow. The trail was steep and at
times almost too narrow for the mules' packs-they had sold their
last remaining wagon at Parral. For four weeks rain fell, day or
night; there were delays to clean arms and to dry tents and baggage so as to lighten the load on the mules. The train had to ford
Rio Verde twenty-seven times one day, and thirty or forty times
20

See the following maps: Mexico and Central America, (Washington,
D.C., American Automobile Association, 1968), Conoco Official Road
Map, Mexico, (Chicago, H.M. Gousha Co.). See also National Geographic,
Vol. 134, No. 2 (August, 1968), p. 156.
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the next. Now and then they had to wait for a stream to subside
before attempting to cross.
Mr. Audubon was delighted with the flowers and the new
species of birds; he was enchanted to see alive, for the first time, a
water ouzel. But he continually regretted that because of his
duties, he had no time to collect specimens or to paint.
On the Fourth of July the company halted, raised the American
flag from the highest tree, and Mr. Audubon sketched the camp.
That evening the men of Mess No. 4 sang choruses from operas
and other songs, ending solemnly with "Old Hundred."
Two weeks later the party found the worst road, so far-that
leading into Jesus Maria. 21 This mining town lay at the bottom of
a canyon so deep that the sun reached it for only a few hours each
day. The only level spot large enough for their camp was a corral
for which they had to pay $12 a day, crowded with men, horses,
mules, baggage, and fleas.
While there, Mr. Audubon experienced his first trouble with
discipline. 22 His proposal to expel from the company men who refused guard duty, was voted down. Declaring that he would not
be servant if he could not also be captain, Mr. Audubon calmly
ordered his supporters to pack up and move on with him. All
meekly followed.
The road up the mountainside leaving Jesus Maria was even
worse than the approach to the town. It was steep and narrow,
and if one of the heavily loaded pack animals failed to step precisely into the deep holes worn by earlier generations of mules, he
lost his footing. Several tumbled two or three hundred feet down
the precipice. The men walked to save their mounts. There were
delays to wait for the weaker animals to catch up, or to search for
mules that had strayed; once a mule carrying twelve kegs of
powder was lost for two days.
One misty day when Nicholas Walsh was following a deer he
had wounded, he lost sight of the animal and the rain washed out
his trail back to camp. His friends built a large fire and fired
countless shots; and in the morning searching parties set out in
21

An old settlement in Calaveras County was named Jesus Maria after
this town in Sonora. Like the original Jesus Maria, it lay in a deep
canyon. The name still appears as the name of a creek and of a road.
22 John Woodhouse Audubon in a letter to his mother, Lucy Audubon,
as quoted by her in a letter to Mrs. John Bachman.
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all directions. Walsh had wandered for thirty hours when he was
found by a Mexican who was leading him back to camp when they
came upon Mr. Audubon and David Hudson.
At Paragarto, the party made camp in the rain, and the next
morning had to wait for a train of one hundred eighty-tw·o mules
loaded with flasks of quicksilver, before they could go on. Beyond
Trinidad and Santa Rosa, they descended to the Rio Yaqui; and
after weeks in the cool mountains and the rapid descent to the
hot plain, many of the men were sick. Flour, ham, and bacon
were gone, and so was the game; all they had left to eat was corn
which they ground into meal. Now and then they were able to
buy a few supplies, but the towns- Tonichi, Soyopa, Narcoriswere poor and far apart. Even Ures, the capital of Sonora wasn't
much of a town, consisting mainly of a few officials and about
four thousand Indians.
Two of the boys landed in jail there because of drinking and
reckless riding, and Mr. Audubon had to pay $10 to get them
released. Three other men left for Mazatlan with another company.
For the first eight days of September, the party journeyed over
barren, sandy hills. Half of the men were on foot, all were on scant
rations. Some of the time they went twenty or twenty-four hours
without water and without grass for the stock. In Altar they met
many Mexicans returning from California "with flaming accounts
of the quantity of gold."23 But the local people were unfriendly
and unwilling even to sell them food. However, they were able to
buy some flour and pinole at $8 per cargo. They had to pay 62~
cents a pound for the only bar of iron to be found in the town;
then they had to build a kiln and make charcoal before they could
forge horseshoes.
While at this place, the company was called to muster and A.
A. Mix was expelled. But that did not end his journey to California
as he was elected Recorder of San Joaquin County the following
year.24
North of Altar stretched a desert-like plain, with little water or
grass. Once Mr. Audubon hired a Papago Indian guide for $1 a
day, a red shirt, a white shirt, and a sheath-knife; but he "vamoosed" after two days. Once in a while they found good water;
once Indians brought them gourds of water which they carried
23
24

Jacob Bachman journal entry for September 9, 1849.
History of San Joaquin County, (Oakland, Thompson & West, 1879).
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with them; one day they found only a sulphur spring, and on another day they had to dig in a dry arroyo for a little water. But
with all the hardships, Mr. Audubon could still pause to admire
a nest of young rattlesnakes which he called "beautiful little
creatures."
At Papago Indian villages, the men were able to barter for
squash, beans, corn, and melons, but they had little left to trade.
The Indians weren't even interested in a red shirt unless the garment had been torn into strips which were then sewed end-to-end
for wear as a sash or headband. The Pima Indians, too, were
friendly and willing to barter.
Beyond their villages extended a hot, sandy, waste where the
party more than once camped without grass or water. Many of
the animals were in such poor condition that the men walked.
September 25th they unexpectedly came upon the Chihuahua road
and began passing other companies . Four of the men being without mounts, Mr. Audubon spent $25 for a wagon which had to
be abandoned after only three days. Along the way lay dead
cattle, horses, and oxen; at every campsite was valuable property
discarded by travelers. Even Mr. Audubon's paints and canvas
lay somewhere in that desert.
On October 5th the party crossed the Gila River. They had
passed through the states of Tamaulipas, Nuevo Leon, Coahuila,
Durango, Chihuahua, and Sonora, and were back on American
soiJ.2 5 But they were still several days' travel from the mouth of
the river, and for most of that distance grass was sparse and of
poor quality.
A company of United States dragoons was stationed at the
crossing of the Colorado River, and from them Mr. Audubon
bought seventy-five pounds of pork, rice, and flour. Men and baggage crossed the river in two boats made of wagon bodies; the
horses and mules swam across, guided by Indians. At last, on
October 15, 1849, the Audubon Party was in California, but they
were still a long way from the gold country; there was another
desert and another range of mountains to cross before reaching
San Diego.
After leaving the Colorado River, the party did not try to stay
25

The Mexican Boundary Commission had not yet completed its work and
the Gila River was still regarded as the boundary between the United

States and Mexico.
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Detail from drawing by John Woodhouse Audubon. Courtesy Southwest Museum, los Angeles.

West of Santa Cruz, Mexico, July 4, 1849
together but traveled in smaller groups. Part of the time the men
fed their animals grass which they had cut and carried with them;
at other times they could find only mesquite beans for feed . Jacob
Bachman sadly left behind his little mule, Jack, that he had packed
all the way from Mier. Dead cattle lay around dried-up waterholes.
The men were often on short rations too, except when they found
stray cattle to slaughter, or a rancho where they could buy a little
food. The party was reunited at a camp about a mile from Mission
San Diego. Mr. Audubon decided that many of the men and
animals were not fit for overland travel, so he sent eleven men to
San Francisco by ship, some on the brig, Wasson; others on a fine
English barque, the Arno. Mr. Audubon started northward by land
with the stock and about forty men, half of whom were on foot.
Some of those who walked had worn out their boots and wore
foot coverings they had improvised from saddle skirts. 26 By the
time the train reached Los Angeles, many of the animals were so
jaded that Mr. Audubon sent Henry Mallory and most of the men
to San Pedro, where they boarded the barque, Hector, bound for
San Francisco.
Mr. Audubon and ten men, including Lieut. Browning, Biddle
Boggs, David Hudson, Robert Simson, and John Tone, continued
overland with the forty-six remaining mules. When the party
crossed the Tehachapi Mountains, the higher peaks were covered
with snow. Below, in the valley they knew as the Tulare, rain
had made the ground too boggy for travel, so they had to skirt
the hills. Mr. Audubon watched the majestic California condors
(then identified as California vultures) 27 and, as they approached
the San Joaquin River, he marvelled at the immense herds of elk
and antelope.
26
27

John Woodhouse Audubon to Lucy Audubon. See note 22.

J. G. Cooper, Ornithology. Vol. I, Land Birds, (Geological Survey of
California, 1870), p. 496.
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Winter had set in by the time the group reached Stockton,
which Mr. Audubon described as "a mushroom town of skeleton
houses and tents, with every class of dwelling from log cabin with
rush roof, to the simple blanket spread to shelter the hardy miner."
He noted that the town was built "like Houston, Texas, 28 on an
elevated flat, so level, that the water lying after every shower,
makes the mud as deep as I ever saw it on the rich levees of
Louisiana in winter."
Most of the men and the mules were left at French Camp, "the
first prairie out of the water," while Mr. Audubon and Lieut.
Browning went by steamer to San Francisco for the men and supplies sent by sea from Southern California. Arriving there on December 21st, they found that much of the company's goods had
been lost or left out in the weather and ruined.
Some of those who were good mechanics remained in San
Francisco where they could make more money by the high wages
paid there than they could hope to make by mining. In January,
Mr. Audubon and thirty-seven of the men made a tour of the
southern mines; they tried mining at Chinese Diggings, but found
little gold.
Toward the end of February, at their camp at Murphy's Diggings, Mr. Audubon called the men together and told them that
the year they had agreed to remain with the company was up;
they were free to go their own ways. They had been together
through a year of hardship; at least fourteen of the party had
died on the way; some had lost friends, one or two had lost brothers, and young Lipscomb had lost his father. When Mr. Audubon
had finished speaking, the men all turned silently and went into
their tents.
But a little later one of them, John Tone, said to Mr. Audubon,
"There's more money to be made here by land speculations, and
every kind of work than there is in mining, and those who work
will get on."
Mr. Audubon spent about three more months in California collecting specimens, sketching, and painting. During the spring he
received word that Lieut. Browning had been drowned in Trinidad Bay while surveying the coast.
The last entry in Mr. Audubon's journal was made at George-

28 Like Houston, Texas, Stockton is now an inland seaport.
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Abode House built in 1851 by John H. Tone and his partners
town, near Coloma, early in May. In July he sailed for New York,
taking only a few sketches with him. About two hundred paintings and sketches were left in storage in Sacramento and were
later moved to San Francisco. In 1857, when James Stevens was
preparing to return to New York, Mr. Audubon wrote, asking him
to bring this material with him. James Stevens was a passenger on
the steamer, Central America, when it sank off Cape Hatteras,
carrying with it hundreds of lives, millions of dollars in gold29-and
Mr. Audubon's paintings.
Although the expedition was a failure financially, and a disappointment to Mr. Audubon as a scientist and an artist, it was
successful in other ways. There were never any serious quarrels
among the men; discipline was good because the men respected
Mr. Audubon. During the most difficult part of the trip across the
desert, when food and water were scarce and when so many of
the animals had failed that the men had to walk, there were no
deaths. Men of other companies were, in some cases, left by the
roadside, dying of cholera; 30 but when a member of Mr. Audubon's
party was too ill to travel, others were left behind to care for
him. Most of the men repaid Messrs. Kingsland and Sutton for
their expenses; even the debts of some of the men who died were
repaid by their friends.
29
30

R. M. Devens, Our First Century, (Springfield, C. A. Nichols & Co.,
1882), p. 633.
Bancroft, History of California, op .. cit., p. 149.
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Detail from drawing by John Woodhouse Audubon. Courtesy Southwest Museum, Los Angeles.

Murphy's New Digging's, Feb. 9, 1950
Most of the company soon left the mines, although Biddle Boggs
was still engaged in mining ten years later when he sued Merced
Mining Company over property he had leased from John C. Fremont.31 Jacob Bachman spent the rest of his life searching for gold
in Calaveras County, where he also served three terms as Justice
of the Peace. Several took up farming land in San Joaquin County;
among them were James Clement, Nicholas Walsh, Charles Valentine, David Hudson, James Stevens, and John H . Tone. A map of
the mineral regions of California, by John B. Trask, also a member
of their party, shows the location of some of their properties.32
Later on, James J. Emslie returned to the county and acquired
land. Walsh, Emslie, and Tone, all have descendents still living in
San Joaquin County. The large bam, of mortise-and-tenon construction, built over a hundred years ago by Nicholas Walsh for
his son-in-law, still stands on the Tone Ranch. It now houses some
of the family's champion Arabian horses. Just across the Calaveras
River from the bam, John H. Tone's brick house still stands- on
foundations built by his friend, James J. Emslie.
31
32

California Supreme Court Reports, Vol. 14, p. 368.
Carl I. Wheat, The Maps of the California Gold Region 1848-1857,
(San Francisco, Grabhorn Press, 1942), p. 114. Wheat states that Dr.
Trask came to California in 1850, but he actually arrived October 15,

1849. He was among those who traveled by ship from San Diego to
San Francisco. See Audubon's Western Journal, p. 174.
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Other members of the party settled in San Francisco, where
Henry Mallory became a ship chandler and Thomas Valentine became a partner in a printing firm. Later on David Hudson established a produce business and invested in real estate, and
Charles Valentine operated a butcher sb.op. 33
Robert Simson practised law in San Francisco and was a member
of the Board of Trustees of the College of California (later the
University of California) when it received its charter in 1855.34
Years later his son, Leslie Simson, was donor of the California Academy of Science's Simson African Hall in Golden Gate Park. The
younger Simson was a mining engineer who made a fortune in the
gold and diamond mines of Africa, and became a famous big game
hunter. As a boy he had learned taxidermy from his father who had
been instructed by John Woodhouse Audubon. 3 5
Dr. John B. Trask practised medicine in San Francisco and became distinguished not only as a physician, but as a geologist,
mineralogist, seismologist, paleontologist, chemist, and botanist. He
served as California's first State Surveyor and first State Geologist.
Dr. Trask was a co-founder of California's first medical journal;
and he and Lewis Sloat were among the seven founders of the
California Academy of Sciences.3 6
California yielded little gold to the Audubon Party, but members of that party have added to California's riches.
33

34
35
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See California Historical Society Quarterly, Vol. XXI, in which the later
careers of many members of the party were traced by Jeanne Van
Nostrand Skinner.
Lawrence Kinnaird, History of the Greater San Francisco Bay Region
(New York, Lewis Historical Publishing Co., Vol. II, p. 536.
Joseph Ewan, "San Francisco as a Mecca for Nineteenth Century
Naturalists," A Century of Progress in the Natural Sciences 1853-1953,
(San Francisco, California Academy of Sciences, 1955).
Ibid.

Audubon's Western Journal: 1849-1850, (Cleveland, Arthur H. Clark Co.,
1906), has been the principal source of material for this article. Another
source has been the iournal of Jacob Bachman, who was a relative of John
Woodhouse Audubbon's first wife, Lucy Bachman. Bachman's journal, as
edited by Jeanne Van Nostrand Skinner, was published in the California
Historical Quarterly, Vol. XXI, p. 289, and Vol. XXII, p. 67. A complete
copy of Bachman's journal is in the writer's possession. See also "Strange
Bird Calling," Journey Into America, by Donald Culross Peattie. All other
sources have been noted.
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THEODOSIA
BENJAMIN

Although Theodosia Benjamin feels better equipped to write
poetry than history, Editor Leland D. Case persuaded her to do an
article about the Audubon Party. Among the members of that group
of Forty-niners were her great-grandfather Walsh and her grandfather Tone. She still lives on land the latter began farming in
1850, on the road which bears his name. (Her grandfather Benjamin also came to California during the Gold Rush- by way of
Panama.)
At the University of California at Berkeley, where she majored
in art, she also became interested in writing. Later she served for
over twenty years as secretary in the office of the County Counsel
of San Joaquin County. Before retiring two years ago, she was
assistant to Dr. Case at the University of the Pacific. Since then
she has continued to write and paint, and also assists at the San

Joaquin County Historical Museum at Micke Grove Park.
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Claire Sprague, a native San Franciscan, experienced the fire
and earthquake in San Francisco when she was nine years old.
Mrs. Sprague has a B.A. from the College of the Pacific in
Stockton and studied at San Francisco State College, The University of San Francisco and at San Jose State College.
She is a past president of the Stockton branch of American Pen
Women and a past president of Tau Chapter, Delta Kappa Gamma, honorary faternity for women in education.
Educational articles and poetry have appeared in a number of
publications.
She has four children, all graduates of the University of the
Pacific, eleven grandchildren and two great-grandchildren.
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RAYMOND

w.

HILLMAN

California industrial history is Raymond W. Hillman's specialization in the field of California and the West. He has conducted extensive research and lectured on California maritime industry and
hard rock gold mining. His writings and photographs on California
historic spots and Western travel have appeared in the San Francisco Examiner and Chronicle, Desert Magazine, True West and
others.
California history has been a subjec of great interest to Raymond Hillman during most of his twenty-six years. After graduating from Lowell High School in San Francisco he attended the
Berkeley campus of the University of California studying the history of California and the \Vest and receiving a BA in 1965. While
working for his Masters in library science, received on the same
campus in 1967, he enrolled in graduate history seminars and continued his studies on the Western United States.
While a graduate student, he worked with the Oakland Museum
History Division on a part time basis as Museum Researcher. In
June 1967, he joined the staff of the Pioneer Museum and Haggin
Galleries as Curator of History. He is presently developing the
Museum's history collections, conducting research and arranging

exhibits on San Joaquin County and the State in general.
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"The prophets of evil may croak as dismally as they desire and
predict that the earth will again shudder . . . but San Francisco
will surely be rebuilt as the sun rises in heaven."1
The above lines were written in 1906 after the great disaster in
San Francisco and today, in 1968, the great seer, Jeane Dixon,
predicts another earthquake, so many of us think seriously of the
possibility.
I experienced the fire and earthquake of April 18, 1906, and
had the privilege of watching the city rise from the disaster to be
a bigger- and better city. "San Francisco was prostrate but was
not crushed."2
San Francisco was built on a firm foundation of hardworking,
fearless men, whose courage and love of adventure drove them to
seek their fortunes in the West.
These men were followed by other generations possessing the
same qualities-that terrific drive to succeed.
Although San Francisco has been blessed with great men in its
history, there have been little men:, too, men whose successes and
failures also helped to build the city.
During the formative years of its history, San Francisco survived
many catastrophies and perils (as early as September 17, 1850,
1
2

White Trumball and others, Lest We Forget-Complete Story of the San
Francisco Horror. p. 27.
San Francisco Examiner, Friday, April 20, 1906. p. l.
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Courtesy J. A. B. Fry Library (University of the Pacific)

Survivors could tell heart-rending
tales of financial loss, grief, and despair.

I

an alarming fire struck San Francisco) ,3 and from these disasters
the city always rose to greater heights.
No exception to this rule was the way San Francisco grew and
prospered after the disastrous fire and earthquake of April 18,
1906, when great and small men alike shared in her tragedy.
On April 17, 1906, no one in the city dreamed of what was to
happen the next day.
These were the times when an ice cream cone was called a
cornucopia, when the butcher gave the kidneys, heart or liver free
to customers, when hay barns caught on fire so often that people
at times lost interest in fires, when horses were so prevalent that
hay and grain dealers were in demand just as gasoline stations or
stock brokers are today.
In this era a cannery was called a skinnery, the lamp lighter
came by every evening and lit the corner gas lamps, wood and
coal yards were a neighborhood necessity, learning to cook and
sew were the things to do, and harmonizing on the front porch was
real fun. Lemonade was a popular teen-age refreshment.
These were the usual patterns for living, and they were swiftly
3
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The Annals of San Francisco by Frank Soule and others. Lewis Osborne
Publisher; Palo Alto, 1966. p. 600.

and dramatically changed on April 18, 1906, and a new mode of
life was in store for San Franciscans.
Frightened children were long to remember their experiences,
parents pondered over the welfare of their families, and heartbroken men and women saw their dreams and works and savings
go up in flames.
But out of this despair and sorrow came new courage for the
people and their city.
In April of 1906, I was nine years old and attended the Cleveland Primary School located in a one-story building on Harrison
between lOth and 11th Streets.
We mar.ched silently to class with partners to the music of a
piano and drums, then stood by our seats while we sang in unison
"Good Morning Dear Teacher, We're Glad To See You."
The teacher wore skirts that swept the floor, she wore a high
necked blouse, a black apron and often a forbidding expression.
We wrote our lessons on a slate with a slate pencil. A boy would
walk up and down the aisle with a bucket of water and a sponge
with which we washed our slates.
In the yard was a faucet and tin dipper where we obtained
drinks. In the corner of the room was a pot-bellied stove with a coal
scuttle. The teacher always kept a ruler handy for discipline and
she inspected our shoes and fingernails daily for cleanliness.
Mrs. Moriarety and Mrs. Monahan kept the Cleveland School
running smoothly. But school was soon to be over. Nature took
care of that with the historic earthquake and disaster as devastating, but not as colorful, as later movie versions were to show.
As one drives along the new freeway at lOth and Bryant Streets
today, it is hard to visualize the dramatic changes that have taken
place in that section since the day of destruction.
Here was a section of San Francisco that housed, for the most
part, Irish immigrants who were bound together by the common
bonds of Irish heritage and the Catholic religion.
There were no night clubs then, but there was the corner saloon
with its swinging doors and music from a German band, and the
free lunch that accompanied a five cent beer.
Children played on the cobblestone streets, which had high
curbing and narrow wooden sidewalks. A common neighborhood
sight was the heavy dray horses pulling Milwaukee beer tlucks or
loads of wire and hardware of Dunham, Carrigan and Hayden Co.
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Juniper Street is two blocks long. It runs parallel to lOth between
Folsom and Bryant Streets. In the year 1906 this was a busy street
with the barrel factory on one corner and the back entrance to the
Milwaukee Brewery in the middle of the block.
At the head of the street was Cleveland Primary School. Franklin Grammar School was located at 8th and Harrison Streets.
There were many trades represented in that small neighborhood.
Wooden barrels and staves were made in a shop on Juniper Street;
across the street was a brickyard. Small grocery stores were handy,
but were a far cry from the supermarkets of today.
In one of these tiny, cluttered shops one might hear the lady of
the house ask for ten cents worth of tea which was then measured
by the grocer with a scoop. Her coffee was ground while she
waited and chicory added before the grindings were put into
the bag. Open barrels contained crackers and cookies. A slab of
cheese was sometimes covered with flies and the shopper brought

. Q

Courtesy J. A. B. Fry library (University of the Pacific)

Transportation was at a premimum. People were seen every-where
walking, walking, walking, remembering to wear hats, as well

dressed San Franciscans did.
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her own container for milk which was poured from a giant can
much like those we see in the dairies of today.
Usually there was no hustle or bustle. A visit to the grocery
store was a social occasion. The grocer inquired about the health
of the family and at Christmas time he had candy for the kiddies
and a bottle of whiskey or port wine for dad ..
Wax candles and clay pipes were always for sale, as well as
the important wicks for the kerosene lamps. It was not uncommon for the women to purchase a bottle of gin or bring in a lard
bucket for some foamy beer.
Close to this neighborhood was a settlement of German people,
who were skilled workers and industrious. They turned out beautifully carved wood furniture and every planing mill had its proud
craftsmen. The Germans also were excellent glass blowers and fitted
well in the stone cutting and barrel making trades. For the most
part those of Jewish extraction in the neighborhood were merchants.
Doctors were called, it is true, in time of emergency, but it was
the corner druggist who was asked to prescribe for many ailments.
Home made remedies were in common usage; such popular items
as sulphur, molasses and cream of tartar was the spring tonic for
the neighborhood and presumably everybody emerged by summertime with clear blood. Cold tea was applied to styes on the eye.
Bandages were made with strips torn from worn sheets. Castor oil
was a common remedy for a variety of complaints.
Such was the neighborhood and the habits of the Juniper
Street neighborhood .on that April evening when the hard-working
citizens retired without the slightest dream of their dreadful
awakening at 5:13 o'clock the next morning, when the first violent
shock occured.4
I remember awakening to the rumbling and grumbling of the
earth. Instantly the house swayed, plaster and pictures came
tumbling on me in bed. Trying frantically to get out of the house
I found the door had been jammed. I cried for my father. Finally
the bedroom door was opened by my father, and my sisters and I
ran into the hallway. With father we headed for the front door,
but at that moment the house pulled away from the porch. We ran
to the back of the house. The stairs were still standing but the dirt
4

Tyer, Sydney, San Francisco's Great Disaster. p. 50.
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in the back yard was raised and there were small holes in the yard
much like those earthworms make.
The noise seemed to continue with the earth growling and
rumbling. Our cobble stone street was curved like a snake with
up and downs. Gas main covers flew into the air. Children were
crying, dogs and cats were terrified. "This is the end of the world,
let us pray", was the immediate and unamimous cry. "The city is
doomed", was the appalling word sent around the world. 5
All knelt on the cobble stone streets and said aloud many prayers. Then a second shock came. Now we were sure we were going
to die. The praying doubled in fervor. There were no religious
barriers here; all said the rosary aloud together. The third shock
startled the city at 8:45 A.M. "At that time telephone and telegraph communication was virtually at an end." 6
Before long we learned the fire had started and all must leave
the area. Where were we to go, and how? Several families hitched
a wagon together, and with two horses, headed for the hills. "The
hills" to us was the section of the Portero neighborhood where the
San Francisco Hospital stands today. On that day the hills were
gay with colored California poppies and other wild flowers.
For a tent, we used a wagon cover. The grownups did not go to
bed that night. The sky was a glowing red. It seemed as though
the sun had not set. The glow was to increase as the fire spread.
But we knew it was not the sun; the cinders, never-ending cinders from the burning city were always in our eyes.
Food was shared. There was little water. Even the horses'
troughs with everpresent green scum were a godsend for all the
thirsty animals.
When the militia arrived, some semblence of law and order returned. There seemed to be a quiet hush everywhere. The children
were subdued and listened to the conversations of their elders.
"Mayor Schmitz was about early and took measures for the relief and protection of the city. General Funston had Federal troops
guarding the city and assisting the firemen by nine A.M. Captain
Gleason of the police department was seriously injured by the
falling of tiling."7
5
6

Tyer, Sydney, San Francisco's Great Disaster; Minter Co., Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania, 1906. p. 47.
Ibid. p. 73.

7 Ibid. p. 78.
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The militia were welcome. They
had orders to shoot looters on sight.
"President Theodore Roosevelt sent a message from the White
House to Governor Pardee and appealed to Congress for aid. He
sent Secretary of Commerce Metcalf to San Francisco and inspired
the War and Navy Departments to redoubled activity to aid San
Francisco. Congress appropriated $1,500,000 for aid and after President Roosevelt's appeal to the nation, $20,000,000 had been raised
for relief work."S
Everywhere there was someone seeking family members. Did
they get hurt? Are they alive? Is everything lost? What will we do?
There were stories of the Militia shooting someone who insisted
on lighting a candle. No lights were permitted indoors for fear the
spreading flames would break out in a new area.
For years after a common conversation topic was, "If another
quake comes, what would you do? What about fire insurance?
8 Ibid. p. 263.
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How safe are your chimneys? How much has the land shifted?
Everyone constantly feared another quake. Most of us decided
that standing in a doorway was the safest place to be out of the
way of falling objects.
There was no way to explain the variety of things people decided they must save in the few minutes they had to abandon
their lifetime homes. Parents carried out bedding and cooking
utensils, heirlooms, silver and clothing. The children grabbed a doll
or a pet blanket. People seemed to be forever walking, walking,
walking away from their homes, their security in the San Francisco
that was their heaven; away from the familiar friends from Ireland
or Germany or Italy.
Leaving behind the dried artificial flowers, hanging in a frame,
that had decorated a loved one's grave, or the wedding suit saved
in a box for something, memories perhaps, or possibly for a burial
suit, the family portraits, the albums, the Bible with its vital
statistics, the fancy lamps with interesting shades, the family altars,
the sewing machines and the babies' cradles; every home was
abandoned with cherished possessions left behind. Instense grief
and fear for the future was a common emotion.
The five p.m. factory whistles were silenced and a new chapter
in San Francisco history was written.
Today we sometimes say we have TV eyes from looking at too
much television. In 1906 we had cinder eyes from too many flying
embers. Smog or fog would have been a pleasant change.
And in the distance there was always the sound of dyamite,
house after house was blasted away as the fire fighters attempted
to stem the spreading blaze.
After each blast came the thought: "Was that my house?" The
Militia had cleared everyone from the neighborhood and we could
only guess whose home was being dynamited to stem the fire's
spread. Many families tried to save cherished belongings by burying them. Holes were dug and silverware, dishes or tools were
covered with earth.
I remember one lady who wrapped her most treasured possession, a sewing machine, in a blanket and buried it. When the fire
was over the people salvaged what they could from the land
where once their home had stood.

It was a common sight to see people digging. You were never
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Some structures remained partially standing and created
future problems in cleaning debris before rebuilding began.

:..

Courtesy J. A. B. Fry library (University of the Pacific)

For months, people searched in the
ruins, hoping to locate some personal treasures.
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sure whether they were souvenir hunters or people coming back
for their rightful treasures.
One lady had a teapot filled with gold and silver coins. When
she dug them up, she found the blistering heat of the fire had
melted them. All she could sadly say was, "I should have buried
them deeper."
Barter was an accepted form of exchange. What good was money
if there were no places where it could be spent? Food stores were
opened by officials and people took what they wanted before the
fire or the dynamite demolished the stock. "Bread was the scarcest
article except water."9
During these hard days people learned to live together and to
share what they had. Everyone worked. All had been frightened .
There were no cpild labor laws, no time or desire for delinquency
among teenagers.
Government housing programs of the recent war periods are
reminiscent of the methods used for housing after the fire and
earthquake. The buildings were called refugee shacks. The park
near 16th and Bryant Streets was one location. They were an eyesore, but they were necessary and welcome at that time. Some of
these shacks were later moved to Daly City and used as permanent homes.
For years there was discussion about beautifying the city and the
need of getting rid of these eyesores. In time the families were all
relocated and re-established and there vv:as no further need for
the shacks that provided a welcome shelter for many months.
After the fire I attended the Franklin Grammar School. Excellent teachers such as Miss Annette \Voods, Miss Ostram, Miss
Julia Coffee, Miss Emma Noonan and Miss Casey stand out in
my memory. Children made new friends and there was great
happiness in store if there was news of a friend or relative who
was safe.
The parents all purchased our books in those days. We were
allotted one reader for each grade. On my way to school I could
see the horse-drawn wagon of the junk man, calling, "Rags, bottles,
sacks." People saved every scrap and sold things to this junk man
who came by with his small horse-drawn wagon.
Then there were the Chinamen who would trot along with a
9
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op cit. Lest We Forget, p. 153.
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Courtesy

J. A. B. Fry Library (University of the Pacific)

There were always those who kept searching
and hoping to find some of their prized possessions.
pole on their shoulder and a chair on each end of the pole drumming up business for the mending of cane-bottom chairs.
There were also the peddlers who'd call, "Wild geese, wild
game," with an interesting rhythm to the call. If it were Friday, the
fish man would always be along with his loud hom to announce
his arrival into the neighborhood to sell fish from his horsedrawn wagon.
·
Then there were the Italian peddlers with their plaster of Paris
statues, the beautiful ornamental figures of ladies, Indians or perhaps George Washington's head.
Music played an important part in our schooling. Psychologists
today might say the educators did a good job in trying to keep
the children happy. We sang everything. We did much with
poetry and dramatics. There were medals for scholarship. I won
the Denman Valedictorian Medal in December, 1910, for graduating with highest honors from the Franklin School. Dr. Denman
had established a fund for medals to encourage academic excellence.
Most of our work was oral because we had few supplies. We
memorized reams of poetry and learned to recognize opera arias
and to appreciate the best music at an early age. We had a physical education period at which time we did calisthenics and breathing exercies that were strenuous and were an important part of

the school curriculum. Discipline was rigid. You did not get out
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of your seat nor speak without permission. The strap was used if
the ruler was not handy, for a crack across the knuckles. Children
did not seem to mind this too much; many expected it.
Ferry boats were again busy soon after the fire and the lumber
and planing mills were beehives of activity in the 5th and Bryant
Street area.
There were the usual illnesses. The county hospital had a contagion ward, called the "Pest House." Scarlet Fever and Diptheria
seemed to be the most dreaded by the children. There was talk
of Bubonic Plague and a fee was paid to anyone catching rats.
When people moved back into their homes, all cooking was done
on the sidewalk. There was a city law forbidding fires indoors.
Shelters were built around the kitchen stove in front of the house
and the children would make a daily check on menus of the entire
neighborhood. This was a fun time of the day.
Housewives chatted with each other as they prepared their food
out of doors and carried it into the house to eat. This did not seem
a hardship as it was a step forward toward permanent homemaking after the hardships and uncertainties of the earthquake days.
Happiness and security were appearing slowly over the horizon
of the cosmopolitan San Francisco, the city built on hills by men
of courage who possessed great vision.
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Courtesy J . A. B. Fry Library (University of the Pacific)

Cleaning bricks was a monumental task.
Some people found fobs as brick cleaners.

Courtesy J . A . B. Fry Library (University of the Pacific)

Even as the pall of smoke hung over the hills, the

phoenix bird, rising out of the ashes, became a symbol.
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RAGING FlAMES STILl SPREAD;
ALL SAN FRANCISCO SEEMS DOOMED
Great City Is Laid Waste by one of Worst Conflagrations
in the History of Country
Spectators Appalled by Scenes of Terror Now Being Enacted
in the Metropolis of the West
AN FRANCISCO, April I9··"No more dynamite!'' "No more dy na mite I" a firema n ron s hrieking up Ellis s treet, past the doomed Flood building, this mom•l
lng, a nd a.s he ra n tears .sprang from his s moke-smirched e~e.s. "No more dynijinite-·oh, God I" moanc_d the Crowd that .stood lls tle.ssly in the giare of tb ~
approaching fl a mes. No more dynamite and we a re jost.
.
~o. at 2 o'clcck this morning, wit h the u:plosive ·gone ·and wlth ·even the ·sewers-pu mped·dr)', the s tunned fireli ghters a nd the .stupefied people sat .stllf t~
watch the remriont of their ci ty burn. It Is burning now 1,1nche~;ked:; iUnti l thc·,yatcrs :of· the bay 1\re: reuc h ~ d on the one hand and the barren hills back of the 1
park give no more fuel to the ravenous fl a mes Sa n F~a n_cl sco _wi ll burn- ~ burn mlstr4bly_; ,
. .
.
There is no help. Water gone, powd er gone, h op~ e_ve n now -{1 flcti op··th e fa ir city 9n t~1 e hills is doomed to be blotted from the s ight of man. The•
st ricken people who wander through the streets in a pathetic l'lelp\ess ness and ju upon their scattered belongings In the midd le of cooling ruins seem not to.
know th at they a re no more to see. the city t hat was.

S
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300,000 ARE HOMELESS,
HUNGRY AND HELPLESS
THE SPIRIT OF SAN FRANCISCO

Courtesy J. A . B. Fry Library (University of the Pacific)

t-rending
ief, and despair.

)an Francisco ),3 and from these disasters
greater heights.
Lile was the way San Francisco grew and
.sh·ous fire and earthquake of April 18,
tall men alike shared in her tragedy.
one in the city dreamed of what was to
when an ice cream cone was called a
tcher gave the kidneys, heart or liver free
barns caught on fire so often that people
fires, when horses were so prevalent that
~re in demand just as gasoline stations or
was called a skinnery, the lamp lighter
and lit the corner gas lamps, wood and
tborhood necessity, learning to cook and
), and harmonizing on the front porch was
a popular teen-age refreshment.
patterns for living, and they were swiftly
isco by Frank Soule and others. Lewis Osborne
;6. p. 600.

SAN FRAt-;CISCO IS PROST RAT&, BUT IS NOT CRUSHE D.
THE APPALLUlC CALAM ITY WHICH HAS L EVI:LE D ITS PROUD BUSINESS li LOCKS AND LEFT NOTIITJ"G BUT CHARRED ASIIES OF I TS THOUSANCS 0'"' BEAUTIFUL H O~IES
CHECK. BUT IT CAt-; NOT STAY THE PROGRESS OF THE BRAVEST CITY IN THE U NIT~D STAT£$. BEFORE TH E EMBERS OF THE GREAT CONFLAGRATION HAVE COOLED, THE NEW !'All
FRANCISCO WILL 8£01>.; TO JUS&, PROUDER, RICIIER. MORE BEAUTIFUL THAN BEFORE.. IT HAS BEEN STRUCK A SORE BLOW. AND A PER IOD OF SUPFRINO CONFRONTS IT. BUT THOSE
WHO LOOK TO SEE THE CITY BOWED DOWN BENEATH ITS BURDEN OF H ARDS III P, LI TTLE KNOW THE SPIR IT OF THE MEN W HO MADE TilE OLD SAN FRANC ISCO, AS THEY WILL MAKE
THE NEW.
THEY WERE NOT WEAK LI NGS, WUO DARED THE TRANS IT 01' THE DESERTS, IN THE GOLDEN DAWN OF THE PAC IFIC COAST'S GREATNESS. THE SAME SP IRIT T H AT ANIMATED
THE ARGONAUTS OF '49 IS PRESENT TODAY AMONG TIIEIR SURVIVORS OR DESCENDANTS.
THE COMMANDING POSITION OP TilE QUEEN OF WESTERN CITIES IS STILL HERS. THOUGII SHE WEARS THE MANT LE OF TERRIDLE MISFORTUNE. TilE GOLDEN GATE IS STILL
THE GOLDEN GATE-COLDEN IN OPPORTUNITIES; GOLDEN IN ITS COMMAND OF TilE GREAT AND DEVELOPING COMMERCE OF THE ORIENT.

~~~SS~s;;~~1~~~fo01VRR~~~iN~HS.!'N~~N:~~~~~~ 1~~~;~~~~ ~~:~~~~~ :~~~~~,.~~~~\~~t~C~~~O S~I~E~'I~~TA~i~~ ~~~A;H\~;EA~T;:~ER\~~~:sC~YM:,~::p~~~~~:~LF ~:~· R;~~

AI D
TilE STRONG MEN OF SAN FRANCISCO HAVE FAITH IN T II EIR CITY. WHILE THE CONFLAGRAT ION WAS RAOING THOSE WHO KNEW THEIR BUILDINGS WERE DOOMED WERE ALREADY
SEEKING ARCHITECTS FOR THEIR REP LACEMENT,
•
·
THERE WERE NO PJ::ARS, AND NO REPININGS DURII.:O THE PER IOD OF T il E CITY'S oie,TRUCTION; I NDEED. MEN WENT ABOUT WITH A LITT LE FIRMER STEP, AND T II EIR H EADS
RAISED A LITTLE HIG HER, AS T HEY CONFRONTED TIIEIR GREAT EMERGF.r->CY.
THE MEN WHO H AVE TAKEN CHARGE 01' T H E CITY'S AFFA IRS UNDER T il E AB LE DIRECTION OF MAYOR SCHMITZ ARE THE WEA LTHIEST, STRONOF.ST MEMBERS OF THE COMMUN ITY .
T HEY H AVE TACK LED THE IR STUPE/lOC US TASK \VI TI! ENERGY AND W ITH T II OROUG II NESS, AND T il E RI>WARD FOR TIIEIR SPLENDID LABORS W ILL BE TilE NEW CITY THAT EVEN NOW IS
tr1 PROCESS OF. GENERATION.
'
~THE EXAMINER" I S PROUD OP SAN FRANC ISCO. AND PROUD TO BE NUMBERED AMONO ·T HE INST ITUTIONS OF SAN FRANCISCO. IT CONGRATULATES THE CITY T il AT IT HAS MET ADVERSITY W ITH SUCH SPLEIIDID FAITH. AND T H AT ITS MEN OF ACTION RESPONDED SO NOB LY TO T HE CALL 0!" DUTY IN THE MIDST OF T II EIR OWN TRIALS.
SAN FRANCISCO IS ALL RIG HT, AND THF. EVEN T S OP THE NEXT f>EW MONTHS WILL PROVE THAT THERE 15 NO ALLOY IN THE GOLDEN GRAIN OF ITS PLUCK.
SUFFERING WE MUST ENDURE. BUT WE ASK TilE PEO PL E TO MEET IT WIT II THE SAME COURAGE, Till: SAME CALIFORNIA SPIRIT OF MAN II OOD WIIICif IS MANIFESTED BY THOSE WHO
ARE LEADING US TH ROUG H O UR DAYS 01' TRIAL.

nd-_,·- .c~.~~!t.:..i ~.!~.~~~.. . f!~~

f.amina f-aces .--f. ireVicf.imi\

D:ld:al . r11

~~·rr··u,-•

WASHINGT~N, April 1 ~;::-The Pres ident at
s ix o'clock tonig ht sig ned the ,joint resolution
appropriating $ 100,000,0
for the San Francisco s ufferers.

The destru ction of San Francisco is complet e.
At the time of going t o press the fla mes
had leaped over Van Ness avenue and were
whirlin g out Broadway, devourin g everything In
their path. When the. people heard that the
efforts to stop the fire at Van Ness a venue
fail ed th ey los t heart.
It now looks as thoug h
practically eve1·y building in the city save a few
on the water front and some s outh of the park
will not be st a nding within twenty-fou r hours.
Already two-third s of its great building s have
been converted into he aps of charred timbers
and streamers of bent and twisted steel. IV\iles
of its dwellings throughout the districts south of
Market street, the Western Addition, a nd Nob,
Russian and Telegraph Hills have been swept
away. 'The waste of ruin stretches over the
Miss ion dis trict and reaches from Townsend
s treet to the Presidio. Practically everything
eas t of Van Ness avenue has been wiped out.
But far wors e tha n the destruction of the
buildings is the condition of the 300,000 hom eless gathered In the city's public squares a nd
parks.

The problem of feedin g th ese unfortunates must be solved
immedi a tely They mu st ha ve bread and mea t a nd drink.
Already Co~ g ress h as a pproprla red $ 1,000,000 towa rd s a
relief fund . All of the towns of consequence throug hout th e
country a re contributin g within their mea ns to a ll eviat e the
sufferings of th e helpless vi ctim s of the fire. S.a crame nto Is
sending a steam er load of bread and meat. The Los Angeles
Exa min er has sent a relief commi~tee to care for the Inju red,
'IOoa~lu._J,l

~~;.:: ~~~ ..-~ _).f·N~ ·~-,.i.!

Rockefeller Sends H i s A ld.
NEW YORK, April 19.--John D. Rockefeller
loday a uthorized his a gents in San Francisco
to expend $100,000 for the relief of the homeless and destitute of that city.
Oa kland Is Gene rous .

OAKLAND, Ap ril I 9.- - The citizens of Oak·
land today s ubscribed $5,600 for the relief of
the ea rthquake and fire victims.
Por tland Doe s

Nobly.

PORTLAN D, Ore., April 19.-· ln a dd ilion to T he Te leg'·am's
fun d of $ 15,000 raised yesterd ay, Portl a nd busi ness m! n up
to 2 o'clock thi s · a fternoo n ha d cont r ibu~ed $85,000, m n kin g a
tota l of $ 100,000 a ll told for th e reli ef of the Sa n F ,·ancl sco
ear thqua ke s uffe re rs.

S e a ttle People
1

Wol'k Hard.

SEATTL E, W a sh. , April 19.-· Thro.;gh The Times a nd the
Cha mber of Commerce of th is c ity nea rly $40,0~0 ha d been
ra ised a t 2:30 o'clock thi s aftern oo n fo r the be ne:Yit of the San
F ranci sco .s uffel'ers.

T ents From Phlla d e lphi/a .
P HILA D E L P HI A, Ap ril

19.-Pu n u an t to the o rd or ol Su r tet uy of Wa r Taft , t V
t O. ........ - .._.. u
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PASSING Of THI OLD AHD ·. COMING Of -THI
GRIATIR
SAN fRANCISCO
I
Th~ IJtory

ot Sa.n

!!<mds or workcn! going to th,..ir .! •l:.ce6 of cmplo~·menl would in
:IIJ prohallili ty ha>"e been ki\100 •·t injured.
'h it ill. the ot!'id:~. l li~t o f •.V...d rnuge~ f:lr below '· the .AWl
ntark ; tho· !lumber or inju"'"'l """'' mnnocloudy ~mn\1.
OIT"idnll.•·, the t!rc llllittd fift• ·lhrt:t bon!'!!. AHamalt•·r r.f
fnet it wa.~ not un ti l tiy(! houn :dt"r G~:ncrnl Fun~ton had ,;.·ut

Fr:LIItiM:o's . de~~truction mnr now be told

~~ il.ll entiretv.

The na~ti•-e waR impo155ible while the city wu in
c:lutch of n.n inferno of H~ mo which clung I!.:I'""J;d~· to the tuk
of len.;ing nothillg of whnt wns onttl n rich nnd spltn<li<l municipality: it could not b!l told in tho pnndcmonium o r e rn~hi ng
wall!, of bursting dyniUllite. of hu~·ing. benr"l!lick. terro r·
atricktn tbouMnd! H~in g be!ore n cnlnmity finch lUI the modern world hM ~·ct to cqlur.l.
But now the hungry flnmes h:we lHr.d their fill: the ruin
hcnps hil.•·o left of! their ftullen Hmoldtrin g ; Snn Fr:mdseo ia
nolongcr a n'lllit~· -onlynpronr.i~~tin thchenrtllofher
:wd undaunted people.
Even yet the.-enro Or.ouMnd8 wboenn
to whom it &eems impogsiblt thnt Snn F'"''"'~'-'•"'"""'·
p~perollll San Fr.~.neil!CO-!Ihould have nr.nishtd liken
The town h11d been 110 pl'OOifM'.I'OU!I : t:.•-el"Y YNU' hnti!IC:ell
gllllt"in ~p lendorun tiltht optimist.!.alreadj-!!Aw it holding the
proud poftition of ~ht fll"llt city in nil the Unifcd Stntc11.

mnn t H9t el. built br Mn. Hermnn Odr iehR, WM left ~tn.nd!ng,
" """ the 8 t. Fr:r.neis. the United Stn.ttls brn.neh mint., the Clll!l·
H onse. and n few othen of note.
In poi nt of territory. the fire eo.-e rcd a di~triet including
1110re th:m thirt~n hundred squ:r. re block& From the w.ater
n~

tmo~'l

no~" to warn the people of thtir d.an~r. The ci tr
to bed TuC!!day nic;ht with no premonition-Do feling o f

itssupremeearous:r.IT Tothetbou.'landsnl<l.dehomelts!ib~·lho l -- -- ----'-'==:.:~=-===='-"='7====="---------
shoek it now ~~etrns tbnt the city llC\"er w:r.a so joyou~ u on
nigH before the doom. Thethe:~.tcrerowdsfloeked into
H n"<!l!!. nnd tbe · c~fell and quaint eating plnctH hummed
• ~)" lauihltr And music until long -.nu nridnight. The

s:.:::i~~~::~~r:t~::l:~~21:~~~~~:

i

~~~~~~~====~~~=~====~~~~~~
-11

·her [l(."()Jll<' ; nor will it forget fne

·,

heroi~m

of

! ~:~~;_,.~,·l~;;;:,~·;lj~ ~;~·~!'eu~!:r~nt~u<~:1i1t~

::

:~~~1 0:: f!•:

or ,;elil~hn c&~ were ~utl(II'N'Ol ami when Cl"t r~·
nud i';tnh· ru~lwd to Jo<>Ur out .1i<l nurl s~·mpat:r.y at
thrtl't't of the~ufT~n-~. But fnrthillpromptnC~>Kofcoutribu·
tion the ~uJT.·r·ius thnt mu~t h:~,.e I'(>Su[t~l "'"uM h:wc ho'('n
nl()l"l' trrt·ilr!c th:r.n nil the tlt":llnoctivu "'"JSC(l b~· the tire :r.ml
{allh•[llakt,

. n·hid1 the

l.nnd~

thOt<C who

munirir•nlit~·

::'o'.'.'; 0: :.'.'~~-'4.~.
•

'll1e JH"\lmise of 11 new S:m Fr:mei:<eo ill e•·c rywherc he-!l.,,·ed. Alrt•ady the debri11 lm.~ bet-n p:u1ial\~· d<'nrt:d :md the
rippJ<.t ritr lu1.s uudl•rtnk~n the gig:mtie tn ~k of n"\.oorn>t rue·
•iva. !l ow soun thi s herculc:r.n undcrt nking will be cornplettd
i~ :1 Uln!I(!J" of euujcc tur~ .
But wh:J.tc•·cr the time, the city h:r.ll
0::-'_-r...QJ. GRAPH WAS TAKEN FROM CALII'"OR~ !A ANO MASON STREETS, SAN FRANCISCO. JAMES l'LOOO 3UILI). 1 d<'lenniued to p:-olif b~· itll expe ricnl'Cl nnd to ~>:t fei;"Unrd iudt
IN C TO T HE RIGHT AND CITY HALLIN THE DISTANCE. _
:r.g:unst a repetition of the disatcr.

fc.~.adnEou, n.nd the
i.;.e

g;-ccdy, he:r.r!\~ fl::me~
t::ti:~.ted, wert cnli11g 1:p its •·it.:r.ls.

II

pro-j

fhl"e<·-fnurthll were cithH complct~l~· der;tro~·erl or :nJtcd. Of
the htllldrcd~ or magnilil'('llt down town bni!din.(:"~-!SOme .. r
them tht most notable in the entire eountr~·-onl.•" twcnt~·...-. 11 ,..,
"·ith one or two cxceptiollll :r.\1 of them ot tbl'm or inferior

1·

littinf!lj nre M magn ifi cent M auy govermr.ent bui!din~ in thr

lfhich would not

Xo "·ouder t.h.1t :titer th;~t fint m:ld Higil: for snfet~-. in
"h~il inatind rather th:J.-"1 ~a!O!l led the ,....,., th:tt the

~::: G:~:u·gn::: ::~:,~e~:;:;,~ ~!t d:U~~~~: I
drcnm.

~::'~":,.:::7/.~e~=~~~~~u~~~t~~~:ur;~~:fn~~:,.~~~~~,~~~~

tx~ct time of the shock, as registered by the ~~tismoThe di:r.l
o f the old dock on tbe doono of the !erry house still bear
muir witueM of the b et. Tl:t quh·t r or tbe cnnb ~topped the
The

;: ra ph at the Ch:r.bot Obse r1·nto ry, w:r.s Ci:H :4S 11. m.
hn~~<l~

;;:i•~-~i:~ef:~ ;ntth:uitn:t~:~~ ~:ot!:tn:;ai~s~·~:~~v:Csh~~~
tcn.•d towe r nud to cnnble nny of !be U10u1111 nd s who migbt comt

•ht.-~.7.:~:·::::~:? ~;,;~~:::;;:~:::~·::~:~::::: ~~~?~"::.~.,'~·"~;:':,;.::~;,;;~:~ · ~;?.';~.r~"' <bo_re"'"' to"""' ••''"" tbometho"''
the fire rei! victim to dj"ll:lmitc. When t he hoiO<'n::~t rr.i;~t
ha.•·eber:n ebeoked by water. tile rr.~ins Wtre broken. :.::d w::c
the~ wall no longer any need ol wa ter, the ,.ery hca ,·e:::s ddu;ed
the e.hi l·ering. bomcl(.'>;l on~ lntdd!cd in the pnr!:~.

no;:: od(~~~n~~Lrt~~~;~I~~L~s: ;=;~:;oc:~: iJ!l~b~~::

tionll.!lthespeebcleofth e hcroe!!ofthcfircdeparln~eatb!ow

ing up great lltntebJI'CII to 8t;~y a !lt:t of B:r.me which could not
beebeclr.ed. :md would not bc ~~:~.t.i:ted.
And yet., despite these mnny Cl'il:(, S:r.n Fr:~ncisco w::s !or· ;
Innate. Th., e:lrthqu:r.ke, if it h:~.d to .,omr:, could not b.•·e t:I.J;e.., I
plaeo .:11 n more opportune time.
H.aditoeeurredCIIrlicrintl!enightthclossot life would !

I

"'ore-,-:._.,..

~::::r~t::~=:r~/~~~~ti!o::1a:~,F;n~:o~::~ i ="'-"""-"..JlT HI S PANORAMA P HOTOGRAPH V;IAS TAKEN ~RfN~~~~A~~ ~~~~: SHOWING THE FLOOD
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Photo courtesy by Raymond W. Hillman

Looking down W. Weber avenue towards the building. Note the
large garden area behind the ornate iron fence .

Sperry Building Campaign
RAYMOND

w.

HILLMAN

Bringing new usefulness to an old building is a challenging and
expensive task but the results are rewarding. Not only is a tangible
reminder of local history preserved but often these old buildings
can lend a great deal of charm and character to an area.
Even though hundreds o£ good prospects for such projects have
been demolished without a second thought, several cities have had
one or more such successful endeavors. Perhaps the best known is
San Francisco's Ghirardelli Square, a beauty spot of fine shops
created from the brick buildings of a chocolate factory. There are
many others including noble projects in Santa Barbara and Monterey, Gold Rush period commercial buildings on Jackson Square
in San Francisco, Folsom's Old Town, and of course, the Old Firehouse No. 1 and other buildings in Sacrament's Lower End.
Will Stockton join these cities with a smilar project? Perhaps,
and this is the story of an eighty year old flour mill office and the
committee that is trying to save it.
The property is the former Stockton office of Sperry Flour Mills
located at the corner of \'Vest Weber and Madison Streets. It was
built in 1888. An addition to the rear, faithful to the original exterior architecture, was completed in 1917. Ten years later Sperry
Mills closed its Stockton operations and the office building was
sold after almost forty years of occupancy. The brick landmark
was continuously occupied by wholesale produce firms until 1967
and since has been unoccupied.
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In late May a wrecking permit was issued to the present owners, Newton Cope of San Francisco and Judy Smith of Sacramento.
Through an anonymous call about this permit to the Pioneer Museum & Haggin Galleries, an idea was conceived to form a citizens'
committee to save this venerable old building. Much previous interest in the historic office was soon discovered; eighteen attended
the organization meeting on June 18 to offer their help toward preserving the structure. Officers of the Sperry Building Restoration
Committee were nominated and those elected include : Dr. George
H. Sanderson, Chairman; Stuart Gibbons, Vice-Chairman; Hugh
Hayes, Treasurer; Delmar McComb, Assistant-Treasurer and Raymond Hillman, Secretary. Other members include Mrs. Warren
White, Mrs. Dolores Smith, Miss Lucile Wirth, Miss Ellen Deering
and Dr. Coke Wood.
The first action taken by the Sperry Building Restoration Committee was to obtain an option on the property which was soon
given for a sixty day period expiring August 21. The option was
granted just in time and the building narrowly escaped demolition.
The purposes of the Committee were to generate citywide interest
in saving the ornate building and also to seek possible tenants for
the structure. Tenants were an important consideration as the Committee sought to make the building nothing other than . an asset to
the community.
Plans for funding the project were open. However, the drive
was centered upon public subscription with possible assistance from
local government. $40,000 was the asking price for the structure.
Perhaps an equal figure would be required for renovation. As the
summer months are an extremely difficult time for a fund raising
program, donations mounted but slowly.
The first victory of the Committee in generating community interest in the project was gained through the City Planning Commission during their meetings of June 27 and July 11. Unanimous
approval by a special study committee and the commission as a
whole, was received. There were two major factors contributing
to this favorable decision. The ornate brick office is ideally located
to complement the commission's plan for developing the head of
the Stockton Channel for water sports. The Channel is directly
across Weber Avenue from the office and would be readily accessible to visitors coming by boat. The second factor in favor of
saving the building was its excellent condition. Ben Boyden, di48

Photo courtesy by Raymond W. Hillman

The west side of the Sperry Building showing both the original
building constructed in 1888 and the addition completed in 1917.
Only careful study will reveal any variattions from the original
architecture.
rector of the Department of Building Safety, made an inspection
of both the exterior and interior. His favorable comments can be
summarized in the following quote from his report: "The building
is solid and straight and was very well constructed originally to
withstand the elements of time . . . In general, the building is
structurally sound and apparently, in much better condition than
many newer buildings that have been allowed to deteriorate."
Much work was done trying to locate suitable tenants for the
Sperry office. Many possibilities arose among the numerous organizations approached but, as yet, no definite commitments have been
made for occupancy. The Chamber of Commerce expressed considerable interest in moving into part of the building as has the
Stockton Art League, with plans for a rental gallery. Other prospective tenants include a dance stl!dio, Weavers' Guild and law
offices. One room could be reserved for general purposes, such as
rentals for club meetings and other gatherings. Interest was also
expressed in setting aside one of the smaller rooms as a museum
of Sperry memorabilia.
Highlights of the campaign to establish citywide interest were
the public meeting held at the Central Library Thursday, July 18
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and the much more successful open house of Sunday, August 4.
Only twenty-eight very interested Stocktonians attended the public
meeting which was highlighted by historical exhibits, proposals
for possible use, an illustrated history talk on the building and reports from various clubs and organizations. A surprise among those
who attended were three representatives of the 'Sperry Family',
former employees of Sperry Mills. They included Macy Van Dyke,
Vida Cole and Mary Whitney of the former cereal department.
The open house was quite a success. A line of eager visitors
formed alongside the historic building before the ancient side
door was opened, and when it was closed again, 267 visitors registered. The number should be higher as numerous children and
young folk were not counted. Each family was given a one pound
sack of Sperry Drifted Snow, compliments of General Mills. Once
inside, there was much to see. Many of the original appointments
of the interior remain, including three fireplaces; each with its
carvings and attractive tile. The greatest eye catcher was the large
hand painted vault door. Aside from elaborate, colorful designs,
there are two paintings- a church in a woodland scene and a small
boat under sail. In one of the back rooms, visitors admired the
only remaining piece of original furniture, a long oak bookkeepers'
desk. In the panelled mill manager's office a sign pointed out the
small wooden letters "S-P-E-R-R-Y" mounted between the panels
on three sides of the room.
By the time the open house was scheduled, many historical
photographs and objects had been given or loaned to the Committee. Most attrative of all was a collection of fifty year old flour
sacks given by Mrs. Macy Van Dyke. These sacks were decorated
with views of the mills, an Indian chief, etc; the printing was as
bright and colorful as the day it was done. The open house resulted in donations totalling $566 in checks and $62 cash. Most of
the cash was collected by members of the Stockton Art League
and the Tuesday Club who volunteered to sell punch in the gaily
decorated adjacent garden area. This garden is still attractive even
after over a year of neglect. Numerous old trees remain including
palms and an orange. A fountain, though playless, was brought to
life again by an arrangement of artificial flowers, courtesy of Mrs.
Mabel Altree of the Stockton Garden Club. The fountain had
probably not seen such gayety since "Dick" the seal splashed there
fifty years ago.
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Photo courtesy by Raymond W. Hillman

One of three fireplaces in the oldest portion of the building.
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Photo courtesy by Raymo nd W. Hillma n

This eighty year old vault door is a beautiful feature of the main
office. It was manufactured by the Hall Safe and Lock Company,
Canton, Ohio. During the time Sperry Mills occupied the office,
this vault was used mostly for storing valuable records.
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The open house was a .highpoint of the summer campaign. However, community interest was not as great as had been anticipated.
By the end of August, barely $1,800 had been collected. More time
was obviously needed. to obtain additional funds and on August
20, the owners graciously extended the option for another month.
The extra thirty days increased the total but slightly, and on the
last day of the option the figure reached but $1,900.
On September 23 the Committee held a final discussion on the
Sperry building. The results of the campaign were reviewed and
it was realized that there was little else that could be done. The
Committee had done its part; there just seemed to be no local
inteerest in securing the building as public property. The checks
were returned to the few who graciously gave with a note of appreciation, and the collection of historical material was given to
the Pioneer Musum & Haggin Galleries.
The activity of the Sperry Building Restoration Committee did
stir the interest of several private parties. Negotiations are progressing slowly with prospective buyers and there is a great deal
of planning in progress . Soon, hopefully, a decision will be made
and a new life secured for the historic structure.
If this fine office building is allowed to be demolished and pass
on to wherever grand old buildings go, a great deal will be lost.
Stockton will lose one of the very last historical commercial
buildings that provide a tangible link to the almost forgotten times
when flour milling was a major industry in Stockton, when river
boats were a common sight at the Head of the Channel, and when
buildings such as the Sperry office gave Stockton its nickname,
"The Brick City". If the wrecker reduces this building to a heap
of rubble, California will lose something as well. To her the building is a tangible reminder of the period when grain and grain
products were a major California export to many countries of the
world. Equally important, the State will lose an outstanding example of Victorian commercial architecture, the type of architecture that characterized buildings erected during the initial period
of California urban development.
It is sincerely hoped by many that the present owners will soon
be approached by someone who does care and will preserve this

venerable old structure for future generations to admire.
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Drawing by Wassurts of Sandals called "One of the Kings Orphans".

In the Alaska Territorial Library, there is a travel journal kept
by Father Ivan Veniaminov during his trip to California between
July 1 and October 13, 1836. He said: "Arrived at Fort Ross. There
are twenty-four houses in the Fort and few cabins in the enclosure.
Two bastions on the stockade. Inside the enclosure are: chapel,
commandant's house, office, warehouse, barracks, and some dwellings for distinguished guests. There are one hundred and fiftyfour males and one hundred and six females and in all two hundred
and sixty persons, of which one hundred and twenty are Russians,
fifty -one creoles, and fity Kodiak Aleuts and thirty-nine baptised
Indians."
Quoted in the QUARTERLY OF THE CALIFORNIA
HISTORICAL SOCIETY for September, 1933
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Two New Chernykh Letters
R. GIBSON
Assistant Professor of Geography,
York University, Ontario, Canada

JAMES

The machine built by me is entirely wooden, except the coaks and
the bearings, which are made from iron; the cams on all wheels,
as well as the teats on the gears, are of hard laurel; the conveying
cylinders are also laurel. It is set in motion by two horses; the
drum with six beaters makes 180 revolutions per minute, which are
insufficient, as I noted from experience; it can thresh up to 700
large sheaves in 10 hours; but with the help of 4-5 men and 4
horses (which are replaced every 2Jf hours) it threshes from 350
to 550 sheaves per day, owing to the stubbornness of the workers
in the face of this innovation and the unfamiliarity of the horses
with circling. It should be mentioned that here and throughout
California there are no barns, and that is why wet threshing always prevails; 20 why does the machine not thresh wheat as cleanly as the threshing machine that I saw in Moscow [?]. Concerning this it is necessary to consider the slowness of the turning of
the drum and the small number of beaters.
Although the aforementioned number of sheaves threshed by the
machine that I made is negligible, at Ross it is advantageous: because here 120 horses and 25 Indians are needed to thresh 1,000
sheaves of wheat per day. I cannot understand why almost half
of the ears are removed and deposited together with the grain and
straw by my machine. It was impossible, of course, to avoid defects with the first construction of this important and rather complex machine. Next summer ( 1837) I intend to correct the mistakes noted in my machine, and I shall try to build another wooden
[one]. It is even more possible now that on the sloop Elena, just
arrived from Kronshtat [sic], we have received iron parts of a
Scottish thresher, purchased in Moscow from the Gutenop brothers.21 The wooden machine has been known to thresh up to 10,000
sheaves of wet wheat and not suffer any damage: the teats and
20
21

By "wet threshing" is meant the threshing of grain that has not first been
dried in barns.
The Butenop brothers were Danes who opened a machine shop in Moscow

in 1832 under the patronage of the Imperial Moscow Society of Agriculture.
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the cams are quite intact, and even the iron coaks and bearings
are very little worn; the coaks were made like balls. More rubbing
is noticeable in the gear teats on the drum axle; but in case of
need one has only to insert new ones in place of the worn ones,
and if the cams on any wheel are damaged, then it is also possible
to instantly install new ones, which are in stock. What a difference
in repairing an iron machine in case of damage!
The Governor of the Colonies will probably send you various
seeds of Californian trees with this mail, and Mr. Khlebnikov, 22
too, who, it is apparent, asked me to collect them for you. I have
fulfilled his request, having sent the seeds to you in St. Petersburg
with this mail. Among the Governor's seeds you will find the seed
of Colombian wheat, received only this year from a southern republic. Flour from this wheat is perfectly white. In addition, I
asked the Manager of this Office [Ross], Mr. Kostromitinov, 23 who
does business with traders coming from Boston, to obtain through
them I various seeds from there, both bread and industrial. 24 He
has already received them from one of his trader acquaintances.
Every moment I expect a sloop from Sitka with Russian mail,
flattering myself with the hope that I will receive a new sign of
your attention to me - a letter and the requested books.

YEGOR CHERNYKH.
Ross SETTLEMENT.
NovEMBER 16 [27], 1836.

Y egor Chernykh's second letter is addressed to his former, teacher, Professor Pavlov. Although it is largely a condensation of the
earlier one (even the wording is occasionally identical), both
elucidate the principal problems confronting agriculture at Ross22 Kirill Khlebnikov ( 1776-1838) arrived in Russian America in 1817 to become business manager and commercial agent of the company. The farm
and rancho at Ross was sometimes called after him. His notes on the
colonies and his biography of Baranov rank among the best sources on
Russian America.
23 Pyotr Kostromitinov was the penultimate Manager of Ross ( 1830-1836).
The farm along Willow Creek just above its junction with the Russian
River was named after him. He later became a commercial agent for the
company and a Russian consul at San Francisco.
24 By "bread" and "industrial" seeds Chernykh either means grain for making
breadstuffs and grain for making such items as feed and vodka or he means
the seeds of grain crops and the seeds of industrial crops like hemp and
tobacco.
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the scarcity of arable land, the shortage of farm hands, the prevalence of wheat rust, and the backward farming methods. His
observations are especially valuable in explaining the low yields,
in comparison with those of the missions in Alta California, for
he was an observer with a trained eye.
Reponsive to his training and his commission, Chernykh tried to
improve farming methods, and with some success, particularly in
the case of threshing. But regardless of his expertise, for agriculture to thrive in Russian California more farmland and more farmers were necessary. Chernykh himself suggested that agriculture
should expand inland in order to escape the soil exhaustion and
the rust i~cidence of Ross' restricted, f~g-bound site. Such expansion did occur in 1837 or 1838 with the establishment of a new
farm named after Chernykh, pnfbably on the present site of Freestone. But this measure was too little and too late, for large-scale
expansion was blocked by the Californians, who had already extended the frontera del norte into the Coast Range by means of
land grants; indeed, Sonoma Mission had been founded in 1823
with the express purpose of obstructing Russian expansion.
A LETTER FROM CALIFORNIA FROM MR. CHERNYKH
ABOUT AGRICULTURE AT ROSS S.

M. G.

M. GG. 25

Thus your student, writing from Kamchatka for so long, now
writes you from America, from Upper California! I can justifiably
be called a wandering student of the Agricultural School. With
whom did I not happen to live during my separations from you!
But, thanks to the rules of life, drawn from your admonitions, I
cannot say, lest any should be your colleagues. Enjoying contentment now and having secured my life somewhat, I consider myself
fortunate on earth, especially with the attention that my benefactors pay me. How much has the most virtuous Prince Dmitry
Vladimirovich done for me! 26 May he be rewarded many years
25

The letteers "M . G." are the abbreviation of Milostivy Gosudar, meaning
"Dear Sir." The publisher of the Russky zemledelets . . . footnotes as fol lows: "Mr. Chernykh, serving in the capacity of agronomist with the Russian American Company, received his education at the Moscow Agricultural
School. Pub ."
26 Prince Dmitry Vladimirovich Golitsyn ( 1771-1844) was one of the founders
of the Imperial Moscow Society of Agriculture. He became Governor-General of Moscow in 1820 and a State Councillor in 1821. He may have been
Chernykh's patron and guardian in MoscQw.
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for his benefaction, without any ostentatious recompense!
Moving from the winter and the blizzard of my homeland to a
country of eternal summer, I was astonished at first by the unusual
change of climate: in late October [early November], when in
much of Russia the entire plant kingdom dies; here, on the contrary, everything comes to life; it arises from the rains, which
begin at this time and signify winter. The rain mostly continues
until the month of March. April, May and June - these months
can be called blossoming ones: at this time all fields and mountains are adorned with luxuriant flowers and from an inimitable
picture. Especially at this time is the heart imbued with a reverent
feeling toward the Perpetrator of life!
July, August, and September are the months when all grasses
wither, the ground hardens, and springs dry up from the heat and
the cessation of rain, and the plant kingdom presents a picture
rather like our winter.
Sowings are assigned here in compliance with these changes in
the seasons: they begin with the first rains. For want of rye seed,
they sow wheat only, from 600 to 900 puds [from 361 to 542
bushels]. Yields vary greatly, from 7- to 20-fold; on some desyatinas
30-fold to 50-fold often occurs. It is strange that wheat sown in
October and February and even in March ripens at the same time,
in July; harvesting begins at that time. They reap with sickles.
Threshing is done with horses in the most wretched fashion, and
it is attended by great losses. This compelled me to undertake the
construction of a wooden Scottish threshing machine, which, to my
greatest pleasure, I finished fairly successfully. It is wholly wooden, except the iron coaks and bearings; the cams on the wheels, the
teats on the gears, and the conveying cylinders are made from hard
laurel wood. It is activated by two horses; it wet threshes 45-60
sheaves per hour; for they do not have barns here. Last summer
this machine threshed up to 10,000 large wet sheaves, and it suffered no damage. Although the number of threshed sheaves is
negligible in comparison with the work of an iron machine, it was
advantageous at Ross the first time; for here they use 120 horses
and up to 25 Indians at forced labor for the threshing of 1000
sheaves per day!
A few words about the unfavorable location of Ross for the pursuit of agriculture. The purpose of Ross was initially the hunting of
[sea] otters and the building of ships. Ever since the sea otters
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From original drawing by Roseno Giles (Courtesy Stuart Library of Western America)

were depleted and the timber was found to be unsound for ships,
the original object of the settlement has changed. Now they pay
attention to it in terms of agric.; but the site does not answer this
purpose so much: the closeness of the sea, and from this the heavy
fogs, which produce the plant disease called rust, are almost every
year the cause of the meager harvest. The high mountains, covered
with huge trees and cut by deep, steep ravines, leave a very limited

amount of land for agriculture. The land that could be cultivated
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has for long been continuously sown with wheat, and despite this
yields are sometimes extraordinary; I think that the reason for this
is that here slime forms from the chernozem year round, except for
2-3 months. 27 But the exhaustion of all soil is already noticeable.
The exhausted, abandoned land goes to weeds, and it is impossible to replace it with new land, as well as to destroy the
weeds because of the shortage of hands for plowing at the time
when they could be destroyed, - all this together greatly worries
me.
Since as much more grain as possible is required from Ross, they
are keeping the 2-field system: on one field wheat is sown three
years running, and meanwhile on the other cattle are pastured,
and vice versa.
I have the honor to be and so on.
Ross SETTLEMENT.
7 [18] DECEMBER 1836.

YEGOR CHERNYKH
Even if the Russians had not been blocked in their California,
expansion, it is doubtful that they could have found enough agricultural colonists to consolidate their gains, at least on a scale
sufficient to feed Alaska. Russia had no tradition or policy of
overseas colonization, thanks largely to the immobility of serfdom.
There were enough Crown serfs, runaway peasants, escaped convicts, military deserters, and political exiles to people neighboring
Western Siberia but not much farther. Russia was already over-extended in Alaska.
So in 1839 the Russian-American Company decided to withdraw
from Russian California. In the same year it signed an agreement
with the Hudson's Bay Company whereby the latter, in return for
hunting and trading rights on the Alaska Panhandle, promised to
deliver 279J~ tons of foodstuffs annually to Novo-Arkhangelsk for
ten years. Deprived of its raison d'etre, Russian California was
sold to General Sutter for $30,000, payable mostly in foodstuffs. 0
Chernykh was among the last Russians to leave at the end of 1841,
and he is not heard from again.
27

Chernozem, or black earth, is the rich, dark soil typical of midlatitude
grasslands. It is not found at Ross. Like many of his countrymen, Chernykh
tended to classify any dark soil as chernozem.
°For a hitherto unpublished letter by Sutter, see "General Sutter Writes a Letter," by John A. Hawgood, THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN, winter issue, 1966-Eos.
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letters From Our Readers
'Aunt Bess'- A link to '50s

An interesting (to me) sidelight on
Mother Lode history was evoked by
"Goodness, Gold, and God: The California Mining Career of Peter Y.
Cool, 1851-52" [edited by William
A. Clebsch, PH, summer, 1966]. Cool,
who combined Methodist preaching
with gold mining, says in his diary
entry for the 29th of December that
he "left Volcano in co [ mpany] with
J. H. Stoughton and J. D. Bentley
for Secret Mound."
That man Jefferson Daniel Bentley interests me, for he was the
father of Maria Elizabeth Bentley
Freitas, the last of his family, who
on August 27, 1966, passed on at age
93. To all of my generation, she was
"Aunt Bess."
Many times I have listened to her
relate the stories of earlier days in
Stanislaus County and the experiences
of her father. Her mind remained
sharp to the last. Only a few weeks
before she died she phoned me one
night to discuss one of he favorite
projects: preservation of our old mansions in Modesto.
From the reminiscences of Aunt
Bess, a biographical sketch in History
of Stanislaus County by George Tinkham (1921), a collection of newspaper
clippings given me by Aunt Bess,
and a few other sources in the
County records, I am able to reconstruct the life of Jefferson Daniel
Bentley - P. Y. Cool's partner at
Vol<.:ano.
On June 6, 1914, the Oakdale

the Oakdale Leader and during the
ceremonies Bentley was called upon
as an "Old Timer" for a few rem:uks. He told of coming west during
the gold rush and of mining in
Calaveras County for six years. In
1856 he moved to the town of
Knight's Ferry and was married in
1858.
"I am an old man," the Leader
quoted him saying, "and my good
wife has been an invalid for four
years. I do not know how long she
will be spared me. But we have
journeyed along together a great
many years. As I said, I'm an old
man, only 87 years old, and I want
to tell you young people if you want
to live to be old leave booze and
bad habits alone."
~Irs . Bentley passed on that same
year, 1914, but Jefferson Bentley
survived her until 1922, dying at
the ripe old age of 95. The girl he
married in 1858 was Elizabeth
Bishop, niece of another our our
early Stanislaus County pioneers,
Stephen Bishop.
Jefferson Daniel Bentley was born
in Springfield, near Louisville, Kentucky on May 30, 1827. When he
was 7 years of age, his family moved
to Illinois, and later to Missouri. In
1847 he enlisted for service in the
Mexican vVar and was mustered out
in 1848. On March 12, 1850 he
joined a party headed for the El
Dorado. He mined the Mother Lode
for some six years around Calaveras
and Amador Counties and particularly
around the Volcano area. He was a
charter member of Volcano Lodge
#56, F. & A. M., which was chartered on May 2, 1855. Aunt Bess

Newcomer's Picnic was reported by

treasured to her dying day her fath-

I. N. 'JACK' BROTHERTON,
Consulting engineer,
Modesto, Calif.
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er's original apron, and she herself
was an active member in the Eastern
Star. In 1856 he moved to Knight's
Ferry, and from there to a three·
quarter section of land where later
the town of Claus was laid out.
In 1890 Bentley moved his family
to Modesto to a home on 7th Street
where Aunt Bess lived out the balance of her life. She was the mainstay and staff of her parents, devoting her entire younger life to their
comfort and welfare. When her father died in 1922 she remained single
until 1925 when she married George
H. Freitas, the first city engineer of
Modesto .. Freitas died in 1952 and
Aunt Bess remained on, living alone
in the old home of her parents but
surrounded by memories, friends, and
grand-relatives.
One interesting, but morbid, sidelight in the history of Aunt Bess's
family concerns one of her brothers,
Edward Bentley, the oldest of six
children, who was an agent for lands
in Tulare County. He met his death
at the hands of Sontag and Evans in
a train hold-up at Pixley on February 22, 1889. Upon the stopping of
the train by the bandits, young
Bentley stepped off to see what the
trouble was. He was met with a
charge of buckshot, of which 17 are
said to have entered his body. The
following day he died. The most
precious memento that Aunt Bess
possessed for many years was his
gold pocket watch bearing the deep
imprint of a buckshot. She donated
the watch to the 'Neils Fargo museum in San Francisco many years
ago.
It is saddening, that we are coming to the "End of the Trail'' in the
memories and recollections of so
many of our pioneers. Opportunities
have slipped by for all of us to
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make notes or record the reminiscences of some of the second generation pioneers whose memories of
stories told them by their parents or
relatives were our only source of information for the past.
I for one, during my early youth,
was acquainted with a man who, at
the age 7 arrived in California in
the early 1840s aboard the Eagle
from Honolulu. Me and my father
were the best of friends any many
times I have sat on his lap and
listmed. But, unfortunately I was
too young to appreciate what he
was talking about.

Jed: 'Truly Great American'
PETER J. BURNs,
Author and historian,
Nutley, New jersey

It is a pleasure to know that a
society has been formed to disseminate information on a truly great
American, Jedediah Strong Smith. Its
existence is a revelation to me. I
am enclosing my check in the the
amount of $5.00 to cover the annual
dues in the Jedediah Smith Society
- and to receive The Pacific Historian.
Mr. Bums is one of an increasing
tribe of U.S. history b uffs who seek
to learn more about that authentic
American hero, who almost got
crowded off the page of history:
JEDEDIAH STRONG SMITH. He
was the first American to cross overland to California (1826), so it is appropriate that the Jedediah Smith
Society headquarters was organized
in that state {University of the Pacific, Stockton). Dues are $5 and
members receive THE PACIFIC
HISTORIAN without further cost.EDS.

Farewell to Texas: A Vanishing
Wilderness by William 0 . Douglas
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1967); 242 pp.; $6.95.

Reviewer: HARLAN H. HAGUE, Teach er on leave, San Joaquin Delta College.
"And Ahab spake unto Naboth,
saying, Give me thy vineyard, that
I may have it for a garden of herbs,
because it is near unto my house ..."
With a quotation from the Old Testament, Justice William 0 . Douglas
of the United States Supreme Court
sets the theme of his lament for the
disappearing wilderness of Texas and
his plea for the preservation of what
is left.
Farewell to Texas is the first volume of the American Wilderness
Series, of which Justice Douglas is
the General Editor. The voice of
Douglas, long a rugged outdoorsman, is among the foremost in the
increasing cry for preservation of
wild areas. Opposing the conservationist is an antagonist that is also
increasing the intensity of his arguments that the wilderness must give
way to "progress" and the pressures
of an exploding population.
Douglas identifies the "modern
Ahabs" who are devouring the Texas
wilderness at the rate of fifty acres
each day. There are some in private
enterprise, especially in ranching,
farming, lumbering and mining; some
in local, state and federal government; and some are ordinary citizens.
As Douglas relates case after case of
thoughtless destruction of unspoiled
areas, the lover of wilderness will
become filled with a sense of doom.
Justice Douglas inspires a feeling of

urgency as he tells of the attempts-

occasionally successful, often futileto save the wilderness.
Douglas has little patience with
the argument that a landowner can
do what he wishes with his property,
such as cutting 1,000 year old trees
and filling in swamps that are essential to the flora and fauna of a
wild area. If privately-owned land
can be condemned by government
to build highways, surely it .can be
condemned to protect wilderness.
While pointing out the creation of
a park might be the best way to
preserve wild areas, Douglas calls
the National Park Service the "chief
promoter of overuse" that could result in the destruction of the remaining wildernesses. He cites Yellowstone National Park as a gross example of overuse.
As I read Douglas's book, I was
carried along, relishing the simple
pleasures he describes- the song of a
canyon wren, an evening mountain
camp, a clear, sweet stream of spring
water, wind in the high pines, a refreshing rainstorm in hot, dry country
- until I realized with a shock that
I was reading the book of history.
A sense of urgency gripped me, as
it will other readers who agree with
Douglas, that the wilderness must be
saved quickly from those who would
exploit it selfishly for economic gain
and destroy it forever.
Conservationists face tough going
in Texas. Justice Douglas points out
that the state lags far behind most
other states in devolping parks and
even farther in wilderness areas. The
federal government will not likely
take the initiative since there are no
unoccupied federal lands in the state.
When Texas entered the Union in
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1845, it retained all its vacant domain as state-owned lands. But Texas
says it has no funds - for projects
such as those recommended by
Douglas. Douglas is obviously unsympathetic to this argument. The
dollars are there, he explains; the
will is not.
There are certain technical imperfactions in the book. At times, it appears to lack organization, and the
narrative does not always flow
smoothly. There are some errors in
content. But the faults are minor
and can be overlooked since the book
will appeal not so much to scholars
as to conservationists and potential
converts. To these, Douglas's message
come through loud and clear. Those
of us, Douglas closes, who are interested in conservation must indeed
say "Farewell to Texas" unless the
dedicated minority who would preserve its remaining wildemes heritage can convince the people of the
consequences of inaction. Douglas's
book is an admirable beginning in
an admirable series. The author and
McGraw-Hill are to be applauded.
San Francisco Ship Passenger Lists
Vol III by Louis J. Rasmussen (Chicago, Illinois: Adams Press, 1967) 448
pp., index: $9.75.
Since San Francisco was the main
entry port in the settlement of the
West, the historians, researchers and
genealogists look forward to each
volume of Mr. Rasmussen's SHIP
PASSENGER LISTS . What a thrill
it is to run down the list of names
and to find the "lost" one in the
family album! Again, the reviewer is
impressed by the care and study
which goes into a volume of this

kind.
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AMERICAN ENTRY
INTO THE MEXICAN WAR
Origins of the War with Mexico: the
Polk-Stockton Intrigue, by Glenn W.
Price (Austin & London, University
of Texas Press, 1967); 189 pp.; $5.
Reviewer: RoNALD H. LIMBAUGH, Assistant Professor of History, University
of the Pacific.

This book will jar non-specialists
who remember their sympathetic
high-school or college textbook versions of American entry into the Mexican War. Appropriately appearing at
a time of deep national introspection
into the rationale of American foreign policy, it thoroughly demolishes the view, still widely held
among American historians, that the
United States had morally or legally
justifiable grounds for war in 1846.
It also challenges the notion that
President Polk turned to war only as
a last resort after peaceful means
failed to settle the differences with
Mexico. Amplifying the work of
Norman Graebner and others who
have shown how closely Polk's Mexican diplomacy was bound up with
his desire to acquire the harbors of
Upper California, Professor Price
fastens the burden of war guilt
where Abraham Lincoln and the
anti-war Whigs of 1846 thought it
properly belonged- squarely on the
shoulders of James K. Polk.
Revisionist interpretations of the
origins of the Mexican War are nothing new, but Professor Price takes
up a relatively unknown aspect of
the problem. His principal objective
is to prove the existence of a complicated Administration conspiracy in
1845-almost a year before actual
hostilities between the United States
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and Mexico occurred- to secure Upper California by defeating Mexico
in a war arising from a dispute over
Texas. Carefully piecing together
bits of evidence scattered among various source materials, including British diplomatic correspondence, the
Duff Green and Polk papers at the
Library of Congress, the George
Bancroft Papers in Boston, the Stockton Papers at Princeton, and the
American State Papers in the National Archives, Professor P r i c e
argues persuasively that Commodore
Robert F . Stockton's trip to Texas
in 1845 and his devious but futile attempt to prepare the ground for
American conquest by fomenting a
renewed border war between the
two independent Republics of Texas
and Mexico, had the blessing of
President Polk. This was the essence
of the "Polk-Stockton Intrigue,"
which has been hinted at in public
ever since former Texas President
Anson Jones published his memoirs
in 1859, but which has never been
as strongly set forth as it is in this
monograph.

their instructions." (James K. Polk,
Continentalist, p . 225). But all who
read The Polk-Stockton Intrigue will
be challenged to reassess the causes
of the Mexican War and to revise
the once popular but currently unfashionable notion that America has
fought only defensive wars.

S.F. BAY FERRIES,
ONCE A WAY OF LIFE
San Francisco Bay Ferryboats by
George H. Harlan (Berkeley: HowellNorth Books, 1967); 195 pp., illus.,
biblio., index, $7.50.
Reviewer: JuLIE WHITTAKER, former
editor, now hQ1..tSewife.

Despite the tendency to overstate
the extent of American belligerence
and to underestimate Mexican willingness to fight, the flaws in this
book are minor. Doubtless there will
be in the future, as there has been
already, considerable debate over
Professor Price's interpretations. So
long as the evidence implicating
Polk in the Stockton intrigue is circumstantial, no matter how incriminating, objections will continue to be
raised.
A recent biography by
Charles Sellers, for example, published prior to the work in review
but using substantially the same
sources, concludes that Polk's Texas

Ferryboats were an important part
of San Francisco Bay Area life for
almost a hundred years. Author
George H. Harlan would have it
that they set the pace for this life,
as well. It was a leisurely pace, lost
to us in the bustle and fumes of
everyday bridge traffic.
The magnitude of the ferry operation during its growth, heyday, and
decline (there were times when 50
to 60 boats operated simultaneously)
demanded exhaustive research for a
definitive history. Author Harlan has
been thoroughgoing but not pedantic.
His wealth of material is garnished
by a fine collection of photographs
and interesting bits of ferry lore.
The scene opens when ferries
were riverboats. One reads of the
New World, launched in New York
in 1849 and immediately attached by
creditors, whose captain talked the
lienholders into letting him make a
day-long trial trip, but instead sailed
his vessel around the Hom and
landed in San Francisco 150 days

agents went "considerably beyond

later on his way to the gold fields.
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Also in this section the author traces
the 27 major ferry routes which
operated on the Bay at one time
or another.
A chapter entitled "Passengers and
Crew" describes life aboard the ferryboats. There are births, suicides,
dockings, n i g h t rides, passenger
cliques, and races. One sees the passengers dining in restaurants or sitting at bars on the more palatial
boats. ' One watches curious children
press their noses against great glass
enclosures where the giant engines
do their work. One holds one's
breath with a ferryman while he
navigates through a forbidding "tule
fog" solely by sound.
Harlan goes over the "Anatomy
of the Ferryboat" in detail. He describes the astonishingly small number of Bay ferryboat accidents in
the chapter, "Fire, Fogs and Fractures."
After the first twenty years of
operation, · the ferries of San Francisco were owned by the railroad
companies whose lines they served.
The author devotes a large section
of his book to the complicated history of these companies. He also
undertakes to trace the life of each
craft- sometimes t h r o u g h many
changes of owner, of name, and of
physical appearance.
The San Francisco ferryboats and
the way of life they represent were
replaced without ceremony, but a
few still exist. With their story and
an illustrated roster the author
rounds out his book.
Ferryboats is detailed enough for
the naval historian yet written for
everyone. And the author writes with
authority if not finesse.
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LIFE BEFORE 1849
RECOUNTED BY BIDWELL
Life In California Before The Gold
Discovery by John Bidwell, foreword
by Oscar Lewis (Palo Alto : Lewis
Osborne, 1966); 76 pp., illus., notes
and map, $10.00.
Reviewer : RrcHARD CoKE Wooo, Director of the Pacific Center for Western
Studies, University of the Pacific, Stockton, Calif.

Before this review is printed, "Life
in California Before the Gold Discovery'' will be out of print, because
Publisher, Lewis Osborne, printed
only 1950 copies last year. The book
deserves a place, however, in all
Western Americana Collections. John
Bidwell's reminiscences of his pioneer
days in his adopted state were written in the 1880s. He had watched
the developement from a small Mexican possession into the outstanding
state in the nation. As Captain Sutter's aid, he helped tear down the
Russian settlement at Fort Ross. He
took part in California's early bloodless revolts, and in 1845, when Fremont visited California for the second time, Bidwell was in command
of Sutter's Fort.
During the winter of 1846-47,
four expeditions were sent to help
members of the Donner Party. Each
event marked California history, for
the Bear Flag Rebellion was planned
by a group of Yankee settlers from
the Sacramento Valley, and when
Mariano G. Vallejo and two Californians were captured on a raid on
Sonoma, they were prisoners at the
Fort. Finally, came the Gold Discovery at Sutter's Mill. Bidwell was
surprised at the find, but on the
South Fork of the Feather River, he
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located a claim so rich that by 1853,
there were 2,000 people at Bidwell's
Bar.
Bidwell realized enough money
from his claim to buy land in upper
Sacramento Valley where he spent
the rest of his life at the Rancho
Chico. Although his memories were
written late in life, he wrote from
personal experience and Oscar Lewis
points out his errors of memory or
knowledge in the last paragraph of
his foreword to the book.
Two essays from General Bidwell's
memoris in The Century Magazine
for December, 1890, and February,
1891,- are reprinted in this attractive
volume. The first is on the rancho
days in California and the second
tells of John Bidwell's memory of
Fremont.

SUGGESTED
CHRISTMAS BOOKS
SARATOGA'S FIRST HUNDRED
YEARS
Cunningham, Florence R., Fox, Frances L., ed.
Harlan-Young Press, San Jose, 1967,
348 pp., illus., index.

EXPLORERS AND SETTLERS
Ferris, Robert G.
U.S. D ept. of the Interior, Washington, 1968, 402 pp., index, biblio.
ASPECTS OF THE FUR TRADESelected Papers of the 1965 North
American Fur Tade Conference
Fridley, Russell W., Holmquist, June
Drenning, eds.
Minnestoa Historican Society, St.
Paul, 1967, 72 pp., illus., index.
HORSE TRADIN'
Green, Ben K.
Alfred A. Knopf. Inc., New York,
1967, 304 pp., Illustrated.
THE NATIONAL TEMPER- Readings in American History
Levine, Lawrence W., Middlekauff,
eds.
Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 1968,
424 pp.
THE MINING FRONTIER
Lewis, Marvin, ed.
University of Oklahoma Pres, Nannan, 1967, 223 pp., illus., index.

PROSPECTOR, COWHAND, AND
SODBUSTER- Historic Places Associated With the Mining, Ranching,
and Farming Frontier in the TransMississippi West
Ferris, Robert G., ed.
U. S. Dept of the Interior, Washing-

MONTANA ADVENTURE - THE
RECOLLECTIONS 0 F F R A N K
LINDERMAN
Merriam, Harold G., ed.
University of Nebraska Press, Lincoln,
1968, 197 pp., index.
ELECTRONICS IN THE WEST
THE FIRST FIFTY YEARS
Morgan, Jane
National Press Books, Palo Alto, 1967,
188 pp., illus., index.
THE RIVER AND I
Neihardt, John G.
University of Nebraska Press, 1968,
325 pp., illus .
A ROOM FOR THE NIGHT
HOTELS OF THE OLD WEST
Van Orman, Richard A.
Indiana University Press, 1966, 139

ton, 1967, 259 pp., illus., index.

pp., illus., index.

TOO FAR NORTH
. TOO FAR
SOUTH
Faulk, Odie B.
Westemlore Press, Los Angeles, 1967,
166 pp., illus., index.
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William H. Van Vlear was born January 14, 1822 in Butler
County, Ohio. 1 The exact date of William's birth is recorded in
the family Bible, which goes on to say that William's father, John
Van Vlear, was born May 7, 1795 in the State of New Jersey. It
is not known for sure when John's father came from Holland, and
it is thought that part of the original family, perhaps the brother
of John's father, settled in Pennsylvania. John Van Vlear was a
Captain in the United States Army and he died from poisoning2
while on duty on Balhazard Island. In 1833 John's widow and her
family moved to Marion County, Michigan. 3
No one knows exactly when young William Van Vlear learned
his gunsmithing trade, but the family Bible gives us December 2,
1845, as the date of his marriage to Miss Jeanette M. Parks in
Niles, Michigan, by Reverend Franklin Gage of the Methodist
Episcopal Church. William had three· brothers, and one of these
brothers, Samuel, who came to California after William, was the
father of Harvey and Ira Van Vlear of Stockton.
Sometime during the family's stay in Michigan, William began
the gunsmithing trade, and, just before he left for California, he
gave a rifle he had made to one of his brothers in Michigan. This
rifle, many years later, was given to Harvey Van Vlear who still
has it. The rifle is cap and ball, about .36 caliber, has a thirtyfour inch barrel, is full stocked in what appears to be maple or
some kind of light colored hardwood, and has simple brass hardware. The rifle does not have a patch box, and the back action
lock is marked N. B. Cook. Many gunsmiths of this period, the
1850's, bought their gun locks rather than make their own, so,
1
2
3
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The Weekly Mail, (Stockton Cal., May 14, 1904). Obituary of W. H .
Van Vlear.
Van Vlear, Ira, interview May 13, 1968 in Stockton, California.
Ibid.
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N. B. Cook could be a custom gun locksmith or the man from
whom Van Vlear learned his trade. This rifle is very plain, and
though serviceable and of good workmanship, is not as well made
as Van Vlear's later rifles.
No one in the Van Vlear family knows what mode of travel
William Van Vlear used on his trip to California in 1856.4 From
1856 to 1860, Van Vlear lived in Santa Clara County,5 but it is
not known if he worked as a gunsmith. Sometime in 1860 Van
Vlear moved to Stockton and set up has store at 202 El Dorado
Street. William Van Vlear's home was on Center Street between
Flora and Poplar, 6 and he had two daughters, 7 Eva, Mrs. Eddie
Ladd of Linden, and Mrs. Thomas Edmunds, who may have
taught school in the Bay Area.
The rifles Van Vlear made in his shop on El Dorado Street are
among the finest turned out by the early California "Gold Rush"
Gunsmiths. Two Van Vlear rifles hang in the collection of the
Pioneer Museum and Haggin Gallery in Stockton, while a third,
originally from Stockton, is in the collection of Mr. Dale Baldridge
of Redding, California. A few years back, your authors heard of
a cut down Van Vlear rifle being offered for sale as a "Buffalo
Pistol", but is present whereabouts is not known. Van Vlear rifles
are highly prized today by collectors of California made "Gold
Rush" guns.
It is readily apparent from the pictures of the P.M.H.G. rifles,
that while different, many features are similar. The German Silver
trigger guards are identical, and the tang peep sights are the same.
The butt-plates differ slightly, but have the same lines. An interesting thing is that the slots in all the screw heads line up, even
those that are underneath the stocks and locks. This attention to
detail and fine fitting was similar to the finest European gun work
of the time, and it was this pride and excellence in even the smallest details that hints even now of the tremendous accuracy for
which the Van Vlear rifles were so well known. Harvey Van Vlear
4

Thompson & West, History of San Joaquin County, (Oakland, Cal.,

1879), p. 141.
5 The Weekly Mail, (Stockton, Cal., May 14, 1904). Obituary of W. H .
6
7

Van Vlear.
Ibid.

Stockton Daily Independent, (Stockton, Cal., May 8, 1904). Obituary

of W. H. Van Vlear.
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statess that William was the "best known gunsmith in Central California." Harvey Van Vlear also stated that vVilliam always worked
alone!l and had no helpers in the shop. Guns and their repair
were the mainstay of the business but Harvey doesn't remember
pistols, hunting gear or knives being sold.10 However, William Van
Vlear's advertisement in the 1870-71 Stockton City Directory lists
pistols for sale.
Neither of the P.M.H.G. rifles are of large caliber. The top gun
is .45 caliber, and the bottom is .45 caliber. Also the barrels are 31
inches and 35 inches long., Only the top gun in the P.M.H.G.
picture has a patch box, while the gun not illustrated, belonging
to Mr. Baldridge has a patch box and a silver oval name plate on
the cheekpiece engraved with the name of C. R. Sperry. The initials J. L. S. also appear on top of the butt-plate of the Baldridge
rifle, which is .40 caliber and has a short, twenty-four inch barrel
for easier carrying on a saddle.
The bottom gun illustrated in the full length view is the older
gun in style, and it also has an interesting history. This gun was
made in 1865 for William Simms Woodall, who operated the Ris8
9
10
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Van Vlear, Harvey, interview April 19, 1968, in Stockton Californa.
Ibid.
Ibid.

ing Sun Inn north of Tracy on the Grant Road to San Francisco.
What stories it would tell if only it could talk. Van Vlear marked
the top of the barrel on his early guns with "Wm. H . Van Vlear Stockton". Later guns were marked on the lock "W. H. Van Vlear".
William H . Van Vlear was quite an able mechanic and worked
out and built a new type propeller pump. 11 His pump was tested
on February 22, 1879 on the El Dorado Street Bridge, but due to
the steam engine operator's carelessness, in not checking the pressure guage, the pump blew up and fifteen people were killed. A
list of those killed and injured may be found in the Daily Evening
Herald 12 or the Stockton Weekly IndependentP This tragedy
ended the excitement William had for improving pumps, and he
never went back to this type of endeavor.
Ira Van Vlear described William as a man "everybody liked, of
a jolly and good disposition, round faced and bearded." When
visiting from Lodi, Ira came to Stockton14 in a horse and wagon
across the "black land dobie mud" and a high point of the trip was
a visit to his uncle's store. William was five foot seven or nine, and
while all his cronies 15 sat around in his shop and talked, he
worked. For these and other friends, William made as gifts, small
hammers with his name stamped on one side.
On May 7, 1904, William H. Van Vlear, died. From the guns
he made and from his family's recollections, he left a clear picture
of himself. The pride he took in his workmanship, reflected a full
man.
11
12
13
14

Martin, V. Covert, Stockton Album Through The Years, (Simard Printing Co., Stockton, California, 1959), p . 187.
Daily Evening Herald, (Stockton, Cal., February 22, 1879). From an
article called "Local Matters-Terrific Explosion!"
Stockton Weekly Independent (Stockton, Cal., March 1, 1879).
VanVlear, Ira, interview May 13, 1968, in Stockton, California.

15 Ibid.
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Remarks

by President Warren Atherton

Jedediah Smith Rendez-vous, October 12, 1968
Good afternoon, my fellow members of the JEDEDIAH SMITH
SOCIETY, my friends of Murphys and the Mother Lode and all
of you gathered here to honor the first American to map the way
from the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific.
The trail to a fitting National recognition of the pioneer explorer
Jedediah Smith is more difficult to climb than those which Jed
himself traversed.
At our last rendezvous and at our Spring meeting you adopted
resolutions that the new national redwood park in Northwest
California should be named the Jedediah Smith National Redwood
Park.
Jed was the first American to traverse the park area.
He was the first American to cross the continent and enter California from the East.
He was first to lay out trails from East to West over which the
following pioneers traveled who brought California into the
United States.
He was the first to set up a trapping business in this state and
to operate for a year until forced out by the Mexicans.
A state park, a portion of the national park, is already named
after J edediah Smith.
During the past year there has been a bitter fight in Congress
over the formation of the park.
The Save the Redwoods League, the Sierra Club, our Society and
Conservationists everywhere were united in urging that the fast
disappearing redwoods be perpetuated in a new park.
Lumber men and most business men and employees of the
extreme northwest corner of the State claimed that the formation
of the park would hamstring the lumber industry and turn their
area into a ghost country.
The fight was continued at top heat throughout the year.
The split between the opposing forces is illustrated by the fact
that the Senate passed a bill authorizing a park of over 60,000
acres. The House adopted a bill cutting the park to 25,000 acres.
In conference a park exceeding 50,000 acres was agreed upon,
both Houses have approved, the President has signed and the
national redwood park is finally authorized. Federal operation
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must await transfer of the area to the government.
The fight of the big park against the little park effectually
smothered recognition of the man who first opened up a path to
this redwood area. Neither side would pick up the task of trying
to name the park. Each fear..ed that fighting for a name would
hamper their cause. Senators and Congressmen were appealed to
but declined to get in our fight for a name. Their answer was
"wait until the park is formed-it can be named anytime."
We asked legislators in the California Legislature to memorialize
Congress in favor of the Jedediah Smith name. They came back
with the same answer. "Wait until the fight is over and you will
have a better chance." Assemblyman Monagan checked on sentiment and told us, "I will introduce a memorial resolution if you
wish but I advise that you wait until next session. Once defeated
your fight will be harder."
We accepted the advice of our friends and did not force the
issue.
Now that the park has been formed we can fight for a bill to
name it after the man who found it.
Officials of the National Park System state a preference for
naming parks after natural objects. However, in this State twb of .
the three existing National Parks --depart from this rule. Mt. Lassen
National Park is named after the American pioneer who explored
that area. Yosemit~ National Park is named after a tribe of Indians.
I recommend that we ask the California Legislature to adopt a
resolution at its January session memorializing Congress to name
the new park the Jedediah Smith National Redwood Park. We
should follow this by seeking the support of the California Congressional delegation.
In furtherance of our friendly relations with the Save the Redwoods League, a delegation consisting of Dr. and Mrs. R. Coke
Wood, Mr. and Mrs. Stuart C. Gibbons and Mr. and Mrs. Warren
H. Atherton, attended the Golden Anniversary of the League at
Eureka. We are hopeful that now that their fight for a National

Park has been won that they will help us in naming it after the
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man who led the way to California's Redwood Forest Giants.
Our distinguished guest of this afternoon has done much to
mark the trail of Jedediah through the South San Joaquin Valley.
We will do well to emulate him.
Jed's party camped in San Joaquin County for about nine
months. He crossed the snow clad Sierras in the early Spring of
1827. His trail must have taken him very near the site of this
rendezvous. I suggest you consider conducting an active campaign
to locate the actual place of his encampment and also his trails
east to Salt Lake, and Northwest through the Redwood Country.
Let's publish a Notice of Reward for proof positive of the location
of Smith's San Joaquin headquarters and for the recovery of Smith
artifacts. Let's whip up public interest in tracing the foot prints
of this great American. His leadership and the trails he trod set
the pattem for an American Califomia. Opening the way for the
pioneers who followed saved the Pacific Coast from becoming
Mexican, British, Russian or French.
Let us pour some atomic energy under our existing projects.
First, let us explode a campaign with atomic power to name
the new National Park after interior California's first great explorer. The National Park embraces a State Park already named the
Jedediah Smith State Park. His name should be escalated to
designate the National Park his trail blazing put on the map.
Second, we should continue the fight for the issue of a J edediah
Smith postal stamp. The man who opened the way for the Pioneers' westward march to the Golden State is worthy of this
National recognition.
On behalf of the Jedediah Smith Society, I express our thanks
to the people of Murphys for the typical and traditional '49er
welcome that has been extended to us today. In particular we appreciate the Mother Lode hospitality of Dr. and Mrs. R. Coke
Wood, who have done so much to prepare the way for us and to
fill our day with food and fun and frolic.
Too, I wish to give hearty thanks to Ruby Parlor N.D.G.W.
and President Arlene Grant and to Chista Parlor N .S.G.W. and
Leo Valenti, President, for their assistance and participation in our
rendezvous. Since the founding of these Orders they have paid
high honors in their ritual to the great trail blazers who made it
possible for Americans to settle in our Golden State and bring
into the world Native Sons and Daughters.
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Courtesy Coke Wood Collection

Archie Stevenot in a rare photo with outstanding California
historians. In photo, left to right are: Harry Sears, Judge J. A.
Smith, D . C. Demorest, Dr. Rockwell D. Hunt, Archie Stevenot,
Amon Tanner.
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Archie "Mr. Mother Lode," who was first membership chairman of the Tuolumne County Historical Society and who was instrumental in bringing recognition to that Society, died August 1,
1968. His father, Jean Gabriel Stevenot, settled at Carson Hill in
1850. His activities on behalf of the Mother Lode were many; he
was influential in development and improvements in such areas as
the Columbia State Park, the Mark Twain Cabin on Jackass Hill,
theE Clampus Vitus Marker program, the 49 Highway and Golden
Chain. At his own expense and energy Archie answered many research inquiries which reached him at his home on Dodge Street
in Sonora. He was recognized by many for his work for historic
preservation of the Mother Lode, his help in founding the State
Chamber of Commerce and promotion of legislation concerning
highways and fairs. He earned recognition from the California
State Senate, received in 1967 the California Historical Society
Award of Merit, and in 1963 was honored with his wife, Rosie, at
a nine county birthday party. Under consideration at the present
time is a recommendation that the new Stanislaus Bridge near his
birthplace be named the Archie Stevenot Bridge. He will be remembered for his tireless efforts to preserve places of historical

significance in California.
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Let the light of other clays lighten your Christmas giving.

Send THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN!
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From Dr. Wood's New Book,

Big-Tree - Carson Valley Turnpike
Ebbetts Pass and Highway Four
Ebbetts Pass and Highway four(Old Times Museum, Jvlurphys, Calif.
1968), $2.28.
The road from Jvlurphys to the
Big Trees was apparently always
considered a county road but undoubtedly received the attention and
probably financial support of the
proprietors of the Big Trees Hotel.
From the Calaveras Grove, Highway Four continues northeast up
along the high ridge above the
North Fork of the Stanislaus River
to Dorrington or Gardner's known
in the early clays as Cold Spring
Ranch, which was a toll gate in the
1890's for the Big Tree-Carson Valley Turnpike, and on to Camp Connell.
From Murphys to Camp Connell,
the present highway follows roughly
the route of the old Emigrant Road.
It was at this point, Camp Connell,
that one branch of the old road in
the 1870's turned northwest to \,Y est
Point and southwest to San Andreas
at one time. An earlier turnoff for
the gold-seekers was at Big Meadows
where some of the miners, wishing
to go more directly to the mines
along the Mokelumne River, had cut
southwest from the main route to
West Point and fvlokelumne Hill.
Highway Four continues from
Camp Connell to Cottage Springs,
a subdivision development, a summer mountain cabin area, and a
winter ski resort. It was to this point
tl1at the highway was maintained

and kept open during the winter
snows until the Jvit. Reba Ski Resort
was opened in the winter of 1967-68.
The Ebbetts Pass Road continues
on up the ridge to Bear Valley,
known as Grizzly Bear Valley in the
old clays, where Harvey Blood had
his famous toll station for many
years. Here, there is also a subclivion of summer and winter homes developed by the Bear Valley Corporation. The Bear Valley Lodge and
a complex of several resturants are
a part of this development. Highway
Four then continues on to Lake Alpine at the 7000 foot level in Alpine
County. The lake was formed hy the
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
constructing a clam across Silver
Creek, a tributary of the Stanislaus
River, and is the center of a great
deal of recreational activity. The
season is from June 15, when snow
is cleared from the road to September 30, but plans have been formulated for developing the area for
winter sports. The Mt. Reba Ski Resort with the finest skiing in the
Sierra is located a short distance
west of Highway Four just below
Lake Alpine is reached, and just one
hundred miles from Stockton. The
$262,000 Day Lodge built by ~he
Mt. Reba Corporation, headed by
President Bruce Orvis, was opened
for skiiers on Thanksgiving Day,
1967. The new highway will be kept
open to Mt. Reba Ski Bowl at all
seasons.

Someb'ody found this quaint woodcut in an an cient spelling
book. If you wonder why it appears here, it already has served the
first of its three purposes-for, to b e frank, this is an advertisement.
Its second purpose is to suggest that without an index, sometimes it is harder to lay your finger on a rememb ered and wanted
article in an old copy of THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN than it is to net
butterflies.
The third purpose is to inform you about the Cumulative Index
of THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN for 1965-1967 [volumes IX through XI].
It has b een professionally done by Anne Marie and Everett
Gordon Hager, and is available postpaid for just one dollar.
Now that we have your attention, p erhaps we should go on to
mention that we have on hand a limited supply of the eleven back
volumes [with not more than four early copies missing]. A set
may be purchased for $45 by libraries or scholars.

All checks should be made out to THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN and
sent to this ad/tress: The Pacific Historian, Unive1'sity of the Pacifi.c,
Stockton, California. 95204.
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